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ABSTRACT
Egypt hosts asylum-seekers and refugees originating from a large number of countries. Many
refugees find themselves living in urban settings, and education and access to schools across
various levels have increasingly become challenging for children. This study focuses on refugees’
education between the years 2011-2020 in Cairo. During these years, the number of students
increased by five times, making the provision of education a challenging endeavor. The research
aims to explore and understand the multiple barriers to Community-Based Refugee Education in
Urban Egypt. This study used a qualitative case study because of its relevancy to this topic and
context. The techniques for this research and instruments of data collection are interviews, focus
group discussion, and participant observations. The purposive samples included parents of refugee
students, refugee school headmasters, and educational services providers. The participants were
chosen based on their specific characteristics and educational experiences. The findings shed light
on six emerging themes discussing the experiences of community school centers in Greater Cairo:
accessibility to education, affordability of education, quality of education in refugee communitybased schools, accountability and protective learning environments, system strengthening and
partnership, and good-practice models. Tackling these challenges, towards this end, the research
generates several policy recommendations to enhance refugee access to education in Egypt.
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I.

CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Introduction
The global number of urban refugees has been dramatically shifting into new formations and

structures, specifically towards urban areas. Previously, urban refugees were mostly young men
from developing and middle-class states. Recently, they are mainly women, children, and older
people (UNHCR, 2009). With the drastic rise of refugees in urban areas, many policy makers and
practitioners believe the right to an education needs a guarantee, especially for primary and
secondary levels. This evolving movement of refugees from camp-based settings to urban areas
makes refugee education one of the highest priorities among refugee communities and is constantly
brought up as a challenge, particularly in non-camp-based settings. Thus, difficulty to access
education for refugees is one of the most crucial issues facing urban refugees.
In December 2019, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
estimated the number of refugees around the world to be approximately 25.9 million, with more
than half being under 18. Therefore, children make up a large number of those living in urban
settings. Shockingly, about 7.4 million school-age refugee children exist, but more than 4 million
do not access education (UNHCR, 2019). Global statistics indicate that about 61 to 63 percent of
refugee children go to school compared to 92 percent of overall global statistics. About 24 percent
of refugees enroll in secondary education while the world figures stand at 84 percent. Refugees in
higher education remain the smallest figure of about 1 to 3 percent compared to 37 percent
globally, which is considered to be a critical situation (UNHCR global trend report, 2019).
Looking into the MENA region (Middle East and North Africa), Egypt is one of the countries
hosting asylum and refugees from fifty-seven nationalities, with the majority of these populations
living in Cairo. According to the UNHCR Cairo Office, as of the 31st of December 2019, Egypt
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has hosted 254,726 registered refugees and asylum-seekers, primarily from Syria, Sudan, South
Sudan, Eritrea, Ethiopia, as well as smaller numbers from Yemen and Somalia. Syria carries the
highest number of refugees (54 percent), which accounts for 112,039 in number. Forty-six percent
of the refugee populations come from Iraq, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Yemen. It is the UNHCREgypt’s mandate to register and document asylum seekers and refugees to facilitate the provision
of their access to protection and basic services like education. UNHCR states the greater part of
all refugees and asylum-seekers enrolled are children (94,745; out of which 3,830 are
unaccompanied and separated, UNHCR, 2019). There are several reasons that refugees have been
shifting from camp-based to urban-based settings. This is due to the availability of opportunities
in urban cities: such as employment, educational opportunities, shelters, and better quality of
essential services (UNHCR, 2019).
With regard to educational opportunities in Egypt, students from Sudan, Syria, and Yemen
are guaranteed access to the Egyptian public schools on an equal level to nationals. At the same
time, several other refugee populations from Ethiopia, Eretria, Somalia, South Sudan, and Iraq are
unable to do so due to bureaucratic and administrative restrictions. These nationalities, in particular
those who are from African nations, depend on a greater extent on their community-based schools
which are operated and managed by refugee communities. Even though certain nationalities can
access the public-school system, there are still main issues facing refugees concerning education
across all levels. Therefore, this research examines the experience of refugee education in urban
settings like Cairo and focuses on life as an urban refugee in the most prominent urban host
communities in Egypt. The study explores challenges that are related to refugees in communitybased schools, which are in a non-formal educational setting.
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1.2

Purpose and Scope of the Study
The study aims to explore and understand both the challenges and opportunities of refugee

education in Cairo by examining issues facing refugees in non-formal education settings, like
community-based schools which cover both primary and secondary levels. The study focuses on
refugees in Cairo during 2011-2019 as it is the period during which the number of refugees doubled
five times, making the education more challenging. Thus, the primary objectives of this
investigation are as follow:
●

To look at and examine international and domestic education policies that affect urban
refugees' education and how these policies provide educational opportunities for refugees
and asylum seekers in Cairo as an urban area.

●

To explore how community-based schools are operating and examine the governmental
approach towards these kinds of schools.

●

To understand the extent to which the application of a rights-based approach can ensure
the mainstreaming of refugee children into the public education system.

●

To provide a range of recommendations to different stakeholders who are involved in the
improvement of refugee education in Cairo.

1.3

Significance of the Study
As stated in the Egypt Response Plan (2019), Egypt has an overwhelmingly young refugee

populace who are in need of satisfactory education benefits at all levels. Most of the refugees in
Egypt have encountered impressive interruptions to their learning journey in their native land and
during their resulting removal to a foreign country (Egypt Response Plan (2019)). A majority of
Sub- Saharan African refugees, Iraqi, and some Yemeni refugees fail to enroll in public schools
due to numerous challenges. Hence, refugee populations are in a greater need for education in
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public settings which is accessible, affordable, and available, among other things. As the number
of urban refugees increases, the larger it becomes the issue of refugee education. Therefore, the
importance of this study is to gain an understanding of policy implications of urban refugee
education in Egypt, to review the challenges and opportunities, and provide some
recommendations in line of a rights-based approach that could be equally helpful to policymakers
and other NGOs that working to assist refugees in Cairo, as well as the host and refugee
communities, alike. Also, this study will generally highlight the possibilities of mainstreaming
refugee education within the national system as guided by a rights-based approach of
mainstreaming of refugee children into the public education system. Furthermore, the research will
provide a perspective of refugee students, parents, teachers, and young people within the
community, and it will discuss the importance of education for refugees to ensure the right of
education for all, especially those who are most vulnerable.
1.4

Research Questions
This research seeks to address:
To what extent international and national educational policies interact in shaping urban

refugee policies supporting education in Cairo and why there exist discrepancy between these
policies and their actual implementation?
The primary research question will be addressed focusing on the following sub- questions;
1. What major challenges and opportunities exist in non-formal educational settings for both
primary and secondary education among refugees?
2. How should these obstructions be removed to enhance refugees’ access to public
education?
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3. How do refugees and educational service providers assume and view the mainstreaming
into public education settings?
4. What are the current approaches towards refugee community-based learning institutions
and the mainstreaming of children into the public education systems by the government?
5. What is the current view of the education-best practice model for urban refugees?
1.5

Definition of Key Terms
Throughout this thesis, several key terms will be used, and these terms are defined and

described below. Thus, it is essential to present definitions as employed in this study.
a) A refugee
According to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, and its Protocol in 1967
(UNHCR, 2010), the definition of a refugee is: “Any person who, owing to a well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or political opinion, is outside of the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself to the protection of that country.”
b) An asylum seeker
It reflects on somebody who has applied for shelter or exile status; however, his\her status has
not yet been recognized and pending awaiting the final decision on the application.
c) Urban Refugees
"An urban refugee" refers to an externally displaced person who lives in non-camp-based
settings (UNHCR, 2009). Globally, about half of the refugee’s worldwide dwell in urban regions
(UNHCR, 2019).
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d) The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees is a UN program, which has a protection
directive for protecting the physical, political, and social displacement of people. UNHCR
objectives include solving issues that face refugees to aid and resettle them in a foreign land where
possible. It also assists in their integration in the host country or their voluntary repatriation. Its
main goal is to ensure their well-being and rights as refugees.
e) A rights-based approach
It is a conceptual, analytical, and methodological strategy that provides identification, plan,
design, and monitoring programs and policies per the standards of human rights. First, the
approach indicates that all policies, programs, and technical assistance in the education sector
should increase the recognition of human rights, as indicated in universal human rights
instruments. Then, all these human rights standards and principles received should be guidelines
upon which all exercises in all improvement divisions and in all stages be based. Third, the
development activities should have an overall contribution to the working limits of obligation
carriers, arriving at human rights commitments, and strengthening their capacities as 'rightsholders’ in order to guarantee their privileges.
f) Community- Based Schools
Community- based schools are non-formal educational institutions directed and managed
by the refugee communities. In Cairo alone, there are nearly 80 refugee community schools in five
central locations.
g) Position of the Researcher
The interest in conducting this research is based on a personal background as a refugee
who has been living in Egypt for almost a decade through which I completed my higher education.
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I went to Cairo University, studying law, and 6 October University, where I studied Economics.
Then, I studied for my master's degree at American University in Cairo (AUC). Before and during
that time, I had an opportunity to serve the refugee communities across their nationalities in three
community- based schools and centers in 2010-2012. After, I have worked for and with refugees
for eight years in different positions as a social worker and monitor for refugee students. The
researcher also had an opportunity taking some courses related to international refugee law and
other short courses concerning refugees and migrants provided by CMRS at AUC. In light of all
these reasons, I believe that we, as refugees, can have a positive impact when addressing refugee
education issues and find ways to improve refugee education in Egypt. Therefore, this study is part
of the researcher’s professional interest that inquiries into what kind of policy and approach can
help refugee children access better education opportunities. This study can also help other refugee
advocates in raising awareness of the refugee students’ needs while needing to stay in Egypt and
what is required in order to meet these needs. This is why I wanted to further explore refugee
education issues from the research point of view.
1.6

Statement of the Problem
It is evident that parallel educational systems do exist in Egyptian urban cities, and the lack

of clear policies encourages informal educational systems (Goździak & Walter, 2012). As a result,
currently, refugees’ access two distinct educational structures: the Egyptian public schools and the
refugee-community based schools that are run by refuge communities with various support from
UNHCR and its partners. According to the report of the Egypt Regional Refugee and Resilience
Plan- (3RP) for Refugees and Asylum-Seekers (2019), there were about twenty percent of refugees
who had access to Egyptian public schools, with the majority coming from Syria and Yemen. The
report goes on to indicate that other refugees are unable to enroll due to challenges like financial
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constraints and other issues. In addition, the report indicates that there are over 80 Refuge
community-based schools in Greater Cairo operating for other refugee students who are unable to
access public education because of the stated reasons. The majority of refugee children are enrolled
in these community schools, which this study will focus on in order to examine its disadvantages
and benefits. The critical locations for these schools are found in five principal refugee
communities in Greater Cairo: in Ain Shams (East Cairo), Nasr City (Northeast Cairo), in
Downtown Cairo, Maadi (South Cairo), and West Cairo’s 6th of October City. According to
UNHCR-Cairo office, a majority of these schools are located in small buildings and are
unaffiliated with any formal organization or governmental entities, though some are affiliated with
NGOs or faith-based organizations. Refugees in Egypt follow to the best of their ability the
aforementioned policies that allow them to access public schools. Each of these educational systems
provides educational access for refugee children in Cairo depending on requirements and preconditions
based on each structure. There are a considerable number of young refugees who require satisfactory
instruction benefits for all levels. A large number of these refugees incur regular disruptions during learning,
both in their native land, as well as in Egypt. Many refugees from Sub-Saharan African nations, in addition
to other nationalities like Iraqi and children are not allowed to access the public-school system due to
language, legal, and other structural barriers.

In line with the above-mentioned educational issues that face refugees in Cairo, there are
many faith groups and communities that have established community- based schools to attempt to
overcome such barriers. These community schools have been operating informally due to the lack
of a clear national education policy, which likewise assumes an indispensable job in
mainstreaming all refugee children into the national education framework. In many of these
community schools, which are known as informal centers, the Sudanese national curriculum is
being followed and taught, while other centers are facilitating the Syrian curriculum or conducting
15

lessons in English. The community schools have a very low-quality education. UNHCR claims
that around 67 network schools use Sudanese educational programs for refugees, and just a few
schools follow other educational plans, notwithstanding the Sudanese educational curriculum
(UNHCR Community Assessment, 2017). As for stages after the kindergarten (KG) stage, the
schools are divided into eight grades as primary schools and three grades as a secondary school.
Refugee grades 8 and 11 students often sit for the Sudanese’s national exams where they get a
certificate accredited by the Sudanese Ministry of Education (MoE). It is an indication that the
student completed the studies in line with the Sudanese MoE. Different nationalities enroll in
Sudanese refugee community-based education, including Eritrean, Ethiopian, Sudanese, and South
Sudanese. More than 800 instructors, both male and female, work in these schools. Furthermore,
a majority of these learners fail to obtain the right accreditation as per the Egyptian guidelines
(Goździak & Walter, 2012). Registration and enrollment processes at public schools has been
problematic for many refugees who do choose to attend community schools due to authentication
and submission of identity forms. Consequently, a large number of Sudanese and Sub-Saharan
regions refugee children fail to study beyond primary education.
In order for UNHCR and Egypt to accomplish its objective of mainstreaming refugee under
studies into the public education system, dramatic changes in education policies for refugees would
need to happen to destroy these unequal frameworks and tackle these challenges facing urban
refugees. In terms of strengthening the education system and improving the inclusive education
system, the mainstreaming of refugees into national training frameworks, especially in urban
settings like Cairo, require a lot of policies on a national level for the advantage of refugees as well
as host networks (Peterson, 2011, p. 84). Therefore, taking into consideration the situation of
refugees living in urban-based settings like Cairo, it is essential to understand, to a greater extent,
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the implication of the policies of refugee education. Hence, the problem being addressed by this
study is the experiences of refugee community-based schools and educational policies for urban
refugees in Cairo, and to better understand the boundaries that are identified with the
implementation of refugee educational policies.
1.7

Structure of the Study
The study is organized into main seven chapters as follows: Chapter One deals with the

introduction to the research, and it also includes the significance of the research, its rationale,
research questions, and statement of the problem while Chapter Two is the contextual background
and justification of study. Chapter Three presents literature support for this research. Chapter Four
focuses on design and methodology of the research. Chapter Five discusses the findings and results
of the study and identified themes that emerged in the research. Chapter Six synthesizes the
discussion based on the data presented in the previous chapter, and It also includes the implication
of the study and future research needed. And finally, chapter seven highlights the policy
recommendations for a positive future for refugee education and draws the conclusion of this
study.
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II.

Chapter Two: Context and background of study examining the International Treaties
Supporting Refugee Rights to Education
There are many international treaties, global regional, and national policies that govern

refugees’ right to education. This section highlights the most critical policies in line with refugee
education, and in particular, has an emphasis on refugee education in urban settings.
2.1.1 International Treaties Supporting Refugee Right to Education
The most noticeable international treaties which mention the right to an education are the
1951 Refugee Convention, the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights
(ICESCR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), and the UNESCO Convention
against Discrimination in Education, Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
against Women, International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). In the majority of
these global and national arrangements, educational rights are primarily owed to children; in any
case, grown-ups may profit by the privilege of degree recognition and educational basics. These
policies highlight education differ among primary school-aged students and secondary schoolaged students. The education policies address both the ability to get an education and the right to
a certain quality of education, which must be provided. In this chapter, the first section examines
and analyzes the refugee educational policies in international contexts, global policies, and refugee
education in Egyptian national policies.
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2.1.2

Primary and Secondary Education in the 1951 Refugee Convention
The 1951 Convention focuses on refugees in both primary and secondary education, as

provided by Article 22 states that, “The Contracting States shall accord to refugees the same
treatment as is accorded to nationals with respect to elementary education.” 1
Refugees should have an equal treatment like the locals to access education as this article provides
that hosting nations should accord refugees with similar treatment concerning education.
Furthermore, the contracting nations are supposed to ensure that the treatment is as fair as possible.
According to Hathaway (2007), the drafters of the Convention broke with the international
understanding of education as a right owed only to nationals when conferring this right. He further
argues that the article’s text creates a broad obligation for State Parties to allow refugees to access
basic education without any restrictions, and education must be timely received.
According to an analysis of the Refugee Convention's travaux préparatoires, the right to
access public education was intended to be broadly interpreted and incorporate access to all
government-supported organizations of primary education. Refugee education is provided
regardless of how they entered the nation by the state party. The 1951 Convention does not provide
for a progressive realization standard for achieving universal primary education. A progressive
realization standard reflects states' insistence that inadequate finances constrain the realization of
cultural, economic, and social rights. This standard allows states, particularly in the global South,
to argue that securing the full corpus of social, economic, and cultural rights is not currently
possible due to financial constraints. However, this argument is inapplicable to the Refugee
Convention, providing refugees with more substantial, immediate rights in regards to primary
education.

1

Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, July 28, 1951, 189 U.N.T.S. 137 (entered into force Apr. 22, 1954).
[Hereinafter, Refugee Convention]. Egypt acceded to the Convention and its Protocol on 22 May 1981.
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Furthermore, the Article 22 does not only limit the right education to refugee children. Hathaway
(2007) explains that the Article incorporates displaced people who have reached adulthood and
have not finished elementary school to fundamental training. It is especially significant given that
refugees’ transient excursions are regularly challenging, and many originate from nations where
age is not assessed chronologically. Therefore, refugees whose formal education is interrupted,
can take advantage of the privilege of primary education and supplementary secondary education.
Finally, the 1951 Convention does not indicate whether it is admissible to isolate refugee students
from national students. Hathaway (2007) acknowledges that there are advantages to teaching
refugees independently (for example, keeping up conventional language, the groundwork for
repatriation) but accepts incorporation into nearby state-funded schools is to the most significant
advantage for refugees. While the content of primary education allows for differing interpretations,
Article 22(1) of the 1951 Convention creates a clear and immediate right for refugees the same as
the locals to access education2.
Restricted rights to secondary education are seen under the 1951 Convention. As indicated
by Hathaway (2007) the drafters of the Convention were occupied with a long discussion about
the substance of instructive commitments of states owed to evacuees. While they acknowledged
displaced people's unlimited access to rudimentary training, they differed over whether refugees
ought to reserve the privilege of secondary school instruction. Limitations on access to secondary
training, when applied to all outsiders, are allowed under Article 22 of the 1951 Convention,
however impermissible whenever applied exclusively to exile populaces. For example, it is

2

Egypt’s Reservation to Article 22(1) of the Refugee Convention Concerning articles 20, 22 (paragraph 1), 23 and
24 of the Convention of 1951, the competent Egyptian authorities had reservations because these articles consider
the refugee as equal to the national.
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permissible to charge all aliens higher fees than nationals for enrollment in secondary education,
provided not only refugees have assessed this fee. Be that as it may, Hathaway takes note that
Article 22 takes into consideration some separation among the refugee population. States may keep
up exceptional connections through diplomatic correspondence, in this way, permitting refugees
of a specific nationality access to secondary education as a component of an associated monetary
or political association.
2.1.3

Primary and Secondary Education in International Covenant on Economic, Social,
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR)3
Considering Egypt’s, a signatory to the 1951 Convention, refugees' entitlement to primary

education originates from other International Human Rights Law (IHRL) instruments agreed upon
and signed by Egypt. As per Article 5 of the 1951 Convention, nothing in the Convention reduces
the rights allowed by other legitimate instruments, guaranteeing refugees the right to the full scope
of human rights. Article 13 and 14 of the ICESCR address the privilege of education. Article
13(2)(a) orders State Parties to give necessary and free primary instruction to all. According to the
UN Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (CESCR), the right to compulsory and
free primary education must be interpreted with due to regard to the content of Article 2(2)
prohibiting discrimination. ICESCR's General Comment explicitly states that refugees are entitled
to full educational access under the ICESCR because Article 2 precludes educational segregation
based on nationality. The Committee has laid out that Article 13(2)(a): primary education must be
free and compulsory. In this manner, neither the state nor guardians may regard essential training
as discretionary, primarily on account of female understudies. The right to free primary education
is similarly ambiguous. According to the ICESCR, "the privilege to free education is explicitly

3

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Dec. 16, 1966, 993 U.N.T.S. 3(entered into force
January 3, 1976). [Hereinafter, ICESCR]. Egypt ratified the Covenant on 14 January 1982.
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arranged to guarantee the accessibility of essential training without charge to the children, parent,
or guardians." The option to free and obligatory fundamental primary education is owed to all
people inside Egypt, paying little mind to their nationality. Despite the clear obligation in Article
13(2) of ICESCR, economic challenges are recognized by the ICESCR and CESCR. Article 2(1)
of the ICESCR establishes a broad realization standard for the cultural, economic, and social rights
bound by the agreement. CESCR states that the following realization standard allows less
developed countries some flexibility in securing cultural, economic, and social rights because of
the financial investment involved. Despite this flexibility, it expects states to make strides towards
universal primary education.
There are numerous educational plans published by the Egyptian Ministry of Education
since its 1990 ICESCR recognition. However, most of these strategic plans hardly accomplish
refugees’ needs. Recent publishing between Egypt and UNESCO reshaped the nation’s
commitment to education, but such access remained limited to only learners with Egyptian
background. This approach runs contrary to the CESCR's interpretation of the principle of nondiscrimination, which it finds encompasses discrimination against non-nationals. Finally, the
Committee has noted that the progressive realization standards require State Parties to provide
evidence they are actively enhancing their ability to provide rights under the ICESCR. Refugees
possess the right to basic primary education under ICESCR’s Article 13(2), despite the progressive
realization standard found in Article 2(2) of the Covenant.
Under Article 5 of the 1951 Convention, refugees' rights to secondary education are not
limited by the Convention, as they are entitled to rights the host state grants under other
international human rights treaties. According to Edwards, through the provision of various legal
foundations with accompanying entitlements provides expansion of refugees’ rights. Article 13(2)
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of the ICESCR outlines state parties' obligations regarding education and creates different
obligations depending on education level. Article 13(2)(b) reflects on secondary learning. It states,
"Secondary education in its different forms, including technical and vocational secondary
education, shall be made generally available and accessible to all by every appropriate means,
and in particular by the progressive introduction of free education." It covers rights to traditional
secondary education, as well as technical and vocational programs.
2.1.4 Primary and Secondary Education in Convention on the Rights of the Child4
Refugee children have an additional right to primary instruction under the Convention on
the Rights of the Child (CRC). The principal beneficiary of the right is children; however, adult
learners are also beneficiaries. Article 28(1)(a) of the CRC accommodates free and obligatory
learning to all youngsters. As indicated by the travaux préparatoires of the CRC, drafters planned
this arrangement to mirror the commitment contained in Article 13(2) of the ICESCR, including
recompense for the dynamic acknowledgment of public and free primary education. Article 2 and
22 stretch out the Convention's privileges to refugee children inside an express gatherings' region.
Article 2(1) restricts separation on the grounds of nationality or another status, the two of which
the Committee on the Rights of the Child deciphers to envelop oppression of non-nationals. Article
22 of the CRC expects states to guarantee displaced persons' children appreciate the full host of
rights per the Convention, which incorporates the option to free education.
According to Howe and Covell (2013) free and obligatory essential education is always in
the best interest of the child. As with the ICESCR, the two substantive elements of the entitlement
are compulsory and free primary education. Howe and Covell noted that the existence of a
compulsory primary education system is insufficient to fulfill State Parties’ obligations under the
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Convention on the Rights of the Child, 20 Nov. 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into force Sept. 2, 1990).
[Hereinafter,CRC]. Egypt ratified the Convention on 6 July 1990.
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CRC if the cost is prohibitive to potential students. The CRC doesn't characterize primary
education’s scope, but it does provide specific rights to certain groups within the refugee
population. Article 29 of the CRC outlines the principles guiding child education in IHRL
generally.
These legal frameworks provide states with an obligation of ensuring their education
system remains of the highest quality. Furthermore, all decisions need to be secured with a
significant concentration of the best interests of the child. For example, there is no limited number
of years required to finish primary education. However, Article 32 disputes any form of child labor
that impedes primary school education. The state parties are directed in ensuring an appropriate
working age limit is defined. While the CRC does not strictly control the substance of essential
education, the Convention and the Committee on the Rights of the Child's interpretive work outline
educational rights for detained, disabled, and separated children. Article 23 provides refugee
children with physical and mental disabilities have rights to specialized care, including educational
assistance designed to help them realize their full developmental potential. Under Article 40(4),
children in detention are entitled to education programs to ensure respect for their wellbeing and
development. Finally, the Committee on the Rights of the Child discusses the rights owed to
unaccompanied or separated refugee children. Unaccompanied minors include those children
without adequate care or separated from their guardians, parents, and relatives. Separated children
do not receive care from their parents, and they often live with their relatives.
The CRC also contains secondary education rights similar to those in the ICESCR. Article
28(1)(b) of the CRC proposes differentiated secondary education to make it available and
accessible. Refugees' rights under the CRC differ in three substantive ways from rights under other
IHRL instruments. First, Article 28 of the CRC only applies to children, defined by Article 1, as
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anyone under the age of eighteen. The ICESCR and 1951 Convention, premise educational rights
on the level of educational attainment regardless of age. Article 22 of the CRC expressly stretches
out the convention's privileges to displaced children within a nation’s territory. The Committee on
the Rights of the Child's Guidelines for Periodic Reporting indicates discrimination among refugee
persons and local children by and large and concerning education explicitly, breach states'
obligations under the Convention. Refugee children's right to secondary education is more reliable
under the CRC than other instruments because it is found in both the Convention's content and the
interpretive body's work. Thirdly, the CRC does not require states to move towards free secondary
education. Detrick explains that while Article 28 of the CRC requires States Parties to make
secondary education accessible and available to all children, it does not mandate progressive
realization of a free secondary education system. It adopts the expression "appropriate measures
shall be taken…such as the introduction of free education." It relegates free secondary education
to the realm of potential policy, rather than a required outcome.
Conversely, the ICESCR requires "the progressive introduction of free education." The
CRC creates a more substantial right for refugee children to access the secondary education system,
but also creates weaker obligations for states to realize free secondary education progressively.
The CRC also provides explicit instructive rights owed to incapacitated children, confined kids,
and unaccompanied or isolated child refugees. The text of the Convention does not differentiate
the rights owed to the populations mentioned above based on the level of education. Thus, the
disabled, detained, and unaccompanied or separated are qualified for similar rights for secondary
education as primary education. Article 23(3) provides that children with physical or mental
disabilities receive government assistance towards sufficient access to education designed to
maximize their developmental potential.
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2.1.5 Primary and Secondary Education in the UNESCO Convention against
Discrimination in Education5
The UNESCO Convention against Discrimination in Education provides refugees in Egypt
with some of the most robust rights for all various education levels. Article 1 of the UNESCO
Convention posits that the settlement's motivation is to take out all types of segregation in the
educational framework. It defines "education" to include primary, secondary, and tertiary levels
and denies both legal and static discrimination. According to Article 3 of the UNESCO
Convention, state parties are obligated to make authoritative and regulatory moves to wipe out
separation from their learning. Of particular importance to the refugees is Article 3(e), which
stipulates state parties "give foreign national residents within their territory, the same access to
education as they give nationals."
The intention of this provision is somewhat ambiguous. There was no consensus as to
whether "the same access" is intended to provide non-nationals with a right to free public
education, or whether it differentiates between access on principle and the practicalities of access.
Therefore, the UNESCO Convention does not directly address the permissibility of assessing
higher education fees for foreigners. Likewise, the UNESCO Convention and its commentaries do
not address whether the term "foreign national resident" requires the individual to have legal
residency to be bounded by Article 3(e). In the case of refugees, this provision would likely apply,
as registered refugees have a legal entitlement to reside in Egypt, but further research is necessary
to determine the permissible content of "the same access." Article 4(a) of the UNESCO Convention
requires stakeholders to give free and obligatory primary training. As per Article 3(e), this creates
a privilege to free and mandatory primary school learning for refugees and non-nationals. Finally,
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Convention against Discrimination in Education, Dec. 14, 1960, 429 U.N.T.S. 93 (entered into force 22 May
1962). [Hereinafter, UNESCO Education Convention] Egypt accepted the treaty on March 28, 1962.
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Article 4(a) of the UNESCO Convention obligates the hosts to "make a secondary school in its
different forms generally available." The UNESCO Convention was the first international legal
instrument to mention secondary education as a legal entitlement. According to the UNESCO
commentary, the convention's drafters do not further define "generally available." However,
UNESCO provides both primary and secondary learning as "basic education" and advocates for
free and universal secondary education.” The UNESCO Convention perceives, as regular nonnational residents of Egypt, to generally available secondary education.
2.2.1 Regulation of Urban Refugee Education, A Global Policy: United Nations’ 2015-2030
Sustainable Development Goals
The main emphasis from the donors focused on Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
in educational curriculums is numerous in many ways; for instance, UN agencies, including
UNHCR and UNESCO, issued policies on the educational systems. UNHCR states that under the
Refugee Convention of 1951, all governments are encouraged to ensure refugee rights and
protection. Furthermore, it acknowledges the rights of children to ensure inclusive and equitable
education. The involvement of positive frameworks and national legal policies is also preferred.
Through the commonwealth secretariat, there is a curriculum framework embraced by all member
states to ensure all SDGs are included throughout educational practices. The activity strengthens
the association between the SDGs through all-encompassing and life-course approach. It foresees
various objectives and their separate pointers as embraced by the Social and Economic Council of
the United Nations and in the regard to the Commonwealth Charter.
2.3.1 Analysis of Education for Refugees under National Policies
National policies are found in the Egyptian Constitution (2014) and other Presidential
decrees and the Ministry of Education decisions with regards to education for non-Egyptian
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students. Under Egyptian domestic law, some refugees can access public education, and the
Egyptian Constitution contains one article which references political refugees, but it does not
enumerate their rights to education. Other domestic frameworks limit the privilege of instruction
on the premise of nationality. Article 19 of the Egyptian Constitution states, “Every citizen has the
right to education to build the Egyptian character, maintaining national identity…”6. The
Constitution connects learning with upgrading the national limit and does not refer to the
educational rights of non-nationals in Egypt. Similarly, Law No. 139 of 1981 Promulgating
Education Law restricts access to free education to Egyptian nationals, thereby significantly
limiting refugees’ rights, as its drafters’ conceptualized education as a right owed to nationals and
did not provide for non-nationals to access the public education system.
Furthermore, Egypt’s Law No. 12 of 1996 Promulgating the Child Law states that
education is a right owed to all children7. According to the preamble of the Child Law, the
legislation is premised on the minimum standards provided for by the CRC. The CRC’s minimum
standard obligates stakeholders to give free and necessary primary level instruction available and
accessible to secondary education. Importantly, it requires states to provide these rights to nonnational children within their territory. This would provide all refugee children in Egypt access to
the right contained in the Child Law, including free public education and compulsory primary
education.
Refugees’ limited public education rights in Egypt arise under the MoE’s Decree No. 284
of 2014 which address foreigners’ access to the Egyptian education system8. All foreigners may
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Constitution of the Arab Republic of Egypt, 18 January 2014. [Hereinafter, Egyptian Constitution]
Law No. 139 of 1981 (Promulgating Education Law),Al-Jarida Al-Rasmiyya, 20 August 1981 (Egypt) [hereinafter,
Law No. 139/1981].Translation provided by the Middle East Library for Economic Services (2018)
8
Ministry of Education Decree No. 284 of 2014 (concerning the Rules of Incoming Students to Egyptian
Universities, Scholarships for Incoming Students, and Egyptian Students Studying in Egyptian Schools Abroad), AlJarida Al-Rasmiyya, 7 July 2014 (Egypt) [hereinafter, Decree No. 284/2014].(Unofficial translation by the research)
7
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apply for grants mutually regulated by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. Those chosen to receive the renewable scholarships may register in the Egyptian publicschool system free of charge. In addition to scholarship students, Article VI (3) provides access to
public education that may be accessed by children of political refugees under the accreditation of
MoE. Political refugees are, however, unclear in terms of its reference according to registration
status. Sudanese, Syrian, and Yemeni refugees are qualified for Egyptian government-funded
schools for an extra expense under Article VI (7-9) of MoE’s Decree. At present, the Egyptian
government based the Article VI’s on nationality, not refugee status, for provision of education
applying to refugees from other countries of origin, leaving many without access to government
schools. This is the case at both the primary and secondary levels.
Moreover, Law No. 139 of 1981 does allow for the development of private schools with
expenses under the oversight of the Ministry of Education and other governors’ directorates. All
nationalities are able to apply and be enrolled in private schools, and refugees who can afford the
tuition fees have the right to enroll in private institutions. As the system of education in private
schools adheres to the public curriculum, this, in theory, ensures fairness during the awarding of
academic certificates, as per the Egyptian guidelines. However, their elevated costs constitute a
significant challenge for refugees entering the private education system, which is prohibitive to
most refugee families and, therefore, not a valid option to the majority. Also, Article 58 of Law
No. 139 of 1981 recommends that private school owners be “a juridical person enjoying the
nationality of the Arab Republic of Egypt.” Community schools in Egypt are widely established
by the refugee communities, which are the focus of this study. In these schools the native
curriculum is adopted. However, the Egyptian government fails to accredit such institutions; one
of the reasons for the lack of accreditation is the nationality of the schools’ owners. Schools owned
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by members of the refugee community cannot be registered in compliance with Article 58 of Law
No. 139 of 1981and students educated at schools in this situation do not receive an accepted
academic certificate, thereby limiting their access to tertiary education. Egyptian education law
fails to include more provisions for refugee students desiring education at both vocational and
tertiary levels. The president’s decree, Decree 49(1972), establishes the regulatory framework for
university governance in Egypt. Article 139 of this Decree provides non-nationals with an
enrollment privilege in higher institutions of learning in Egypt following the costs and fees
imposed by the Ministry of Higher Education. In this regard, refugees have the same rights to a
university education as any regular migrant to Egypt; provided they can afford the costs assessed
by the Ministry. As is the case with private school education, refugee community members can
rarely afford such cost.
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III.

CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1.1 Introduction
The literature review chapter incorporates various articles and reports on the different
aspects of education for refugees within the urban setting. Apparently, there is a general lack of
appropriate literature that deals with refugees’ education within Egypt in general. Hence, it was
vital to review articles on the topic in different countries where education for urban refugees has
been carried out and evaluated to learn more about their experiences in this regard.
Globally, the literature on refugee education has focused predominantly on emergency
settings such camps in which those fleeing violent conflicts or climate-induced disasters, with very
little attention to refugees in exile in urban settings. Education in emergencies, is where tutoring
is given within the confines of camp-based structures. It is only in recent times that education of
refugees within urban settings has received some attention because of the increasing number of
refugee populations in cities. The relevant literature in this study is as follows: first, right and
access to education is discussed; second, the purpose of refugee education in line with refugee
education policies and inclusive education are reviewed; thirdly, the approaches to dealing with
education of refugees (i.e., human rights approach, humanitarian approach, and developmental
approach) are explored. Finally, the literature review ends with an overview of Uganda’s Unique
Refugee Education Policies as a model case for refugee education in urban settings.
3.1.2 The Right to Education
Despite human rights protections granted under international laws with regards to access
to education for everyone, oftentimes child refugees face considerable challenges when it comes
to education and social integration in public schools (Dryden-Peterson, 2016). Child refugees are
in a dire situation because they face vulnerability twice: being children and refugees at the same
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time (Mweni, 2018). Furthermore, refugee children are expected to adapt to their new
environment, new schools, a new language, new culture, and cope with any discrimination,
bullying, and even segregation from their classmates at school (Hart, 2009). In addition, education
for refugees should be prioritized since it is every child’s right. Thus, this is the duty of all
stakeholders concerning refugee education: the national actors, international organizations, host
governments, as well as the international community to help refugee children access their right to
education (Save the Children, 2018). Through education, which is believed to be the power for
change, refugees can be able to develop skills and knowledge to become productive citizens in the
host country (Save the Children, 2018). Most importantly, education helps refugee children when
it comes to coping with a new environment, communicating with the natives of the host country,
hoping for a better future life, and feeling safe and protected (Save the Children, 2018).
Additionally, apart from a more comprehensive study written about the policies affecting
displaced people in the Arab and social situation of Egypt, Goździak, & Walter, (2012) discuss
Egyptian literature about refugees, bureaucratic issues which are influencing refugees, and the
overall condition in the Egyptian context, which includes issues of access to rights. the authors
state that even though the Egyptian government has placed several reservations relating to
refugees’ children's access to education, it is argued that the right to education ought to be found
with regards to Egypt's more extensive commitments under the comprehensive human rights
framework.
According to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, Egypt should give access to
government-funded education to all children live in Egypt soil regardless of their nationalities. As
a result, in 1992, the Minister of Education issued Decree No. 24, which allows Sudanese children
to access Egyptian public schools the same as nationals. The decree was affirmed in 2000,
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stretching out its application to different displaced people. The test is the use of that decree was to
get to state-funded education. Refugee children need to introduce individual reports like birth
certificates, a substantial identification or legitimate national identity, their native school
certificate, and a letter from the UNHCR, notwithstanding different records (Article 3 of Decree
No. 24 of 1992), which is not easy for many refugee communities. The confusion comes when
such a decree or ministerial legislation is adopted and not passed down to the organizations of the
schools, causing greater challenges. There is a failure to inform those responsible for ensuring the
laws take effect.
Furthermore, concerning access to educational services, there is a lack of official legal
provisions referring to refugees, and therefore they are treated as foreigners. Another challenge in
applying the decree is that several factors keep them from completely practicing this right.
Numerous refugees face language issues, as they do not communicate in Arabic (Somalis,
Eritreans, Ethiopians, southern Sudanese), or many do not want their children to be taught in
Arabic.
3.1.3 The Significance of the Right to Access to Education for Refugees
Naidoo (2012) argues that education is of extreme importance that plays a significant role
in shaping and creating a stable future for refugee children in the long run. She also adds that
refugees need education in order to be able to enhance their personal socio-economic lives. Most
of the host communities in urban settings consider refugees as disadvantaged and marginalized. It
is also true when it comes to the education sector; nonetheless, education for refugees in urban
cities can enable them in regards to durable solutions for their issues by locally integrating with
the host countries, resettling to another state, or even voluntarily repatriating to their countries of
origin. Therefore, refugee education is the primary key, not only for improving socioeconomic
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status, but also for reinforcing self-dignity, which can make refugees more productive people in
the new host country. Hiegemann (2013) adds that education can transform the refugee status from
passive to active and enhances self-efficacy, self-confidence, and motivation to pursue education
and advancement. It opens work opportunities that advance the individual’s socioeconomic status.
On top of that, it provides security, stability, social support, as well as emotional well-being.
3.1.4 Type of Refugee Education in Urban Settings
Save the Children Report (2018), states that there are two types of approaches for refugee
education in urban settings; formal and non-formal. In most cases, in the public education system
the structure is classroom-based where learning is structured and planned, and it is also usually
delivered by well-trained teachers. This type is subject to a context, which is not necessarily always
so in developing countries and, in particular, in emergencies, like the vast refugee influx into host
communities, such as Syrian refugees fleeing to Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, and other regional
countries. In some countries (like Uganda and Turkey) refugee children can access formal
education in a host country that has signed the 1951 Refugee Convention.
Based on the 1951 Convention, the host governments are regarded as responsible in the
provision of primary education in the public setting. Also, (Dryden-Peterson, 2016) comments that
to some degree, in supporting refugee education, private organizations may cooperate with the
national government. In such events, the refugees receive their formal education in public schools
by trained teachers through formal programs that are recognized by the host country’s authorities.
Dryden-Peterson (2016) argues that in some countries with constrains on refugee education rights,
the main form of education that can found that is accessible for a refugee is non-formal learning
for both adults and children. This kind of approach usually, and in many cases, is provided as
community initiatives or by private businesses since the national government of the host country
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plays a minor role in providing educational services. It is especially true in countries of first asylum
in which refugees’ rights are limited. Here, refugee communities run and manage their communitybased schools for community members to access education. These informal centers and
community schools are more or less found suitable by the refugee parents who desire a specific
kind of education for their children. Therefore, refugee community-based schools have control
over the curriculum that is being taught, which substitutes, in many cases, the formal education
system. In Egypt, for example, there are numerous non-governmental organizations (NGOs) like
CRS that team up with UNHCR to give instructive services in community-based schools for
refugee children. These services come in forms of various languages, professional preparation, and
school awards (Wachob & Williams, 2010).
3.1.5 The Purpose of Refugee Education in Line with Refugee Education Policies and
Inclusive Education
Refugees remain equal to other citizens of a host nation (Dryden-Peterson, 2011). It is the
reason why the United Nations bodies recognize their presence and provide various policies to
safeguard them. Under these policies, education becomes a fundamental right for the refugees. The
governing bodies focus on education as a high priority as it provides refugees with a wide array of
opportunities (Dryden-Peterson, 2011). However, UNHCR acknowledges little evidence
upholding its commitment to ensuring education for all refugees (Dryden-Peterson et al., 2019, p.
346). Despite the endless will by the stakeholders in upholding refugee education, many challenges
exist towards the satisfaction of the agenda. These issues range from cultural, economic, political,
and social aspects (Dryden-Peterson et al., 2019, p. 347). Education for refugees is hotly debated
in line with relevant policies which attempt to examine the importance of the practice (Taylor &
Sidhu, 2012, p. 39). Refugee training expects guarantee that all refugee children are integrated into
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the national education systems. Those living in urban areas are highly privileged with this purpose,
as there are more public schools available. UNICEF ensures the need for education is met through
coordination with the Education Ministries of the host nations. This coordination strengthens the
educational capabilities of the refugees as well as the local communities. UNHCR takes the plight
of girls’ education very strongly (Taylor & Sidhu, 2012, p. 40). They perceive the need to provide
equality for all genders as paramount for all communities. Therefore, post-primary learning is
recommended for all refugee education. It guarantees refugees access to education until the
completion of the secondary level. These bodies also provide an enhanced opportunity for higher
education through the provision of scholarships or other onsite programs (Österreicher, 2019).
Refugee education is also meant to create appropriate investments in teacher education. Towards
these policies, teachers are equipped with both content and pedagogical capabilities to cultivate
appropriate skills. These qualifications improve the standards of local teachers and those of refugee
backgrounds.
Refugee education also ensures that there is a continuous assessment process throughout
learning (Österreicher, 2019). Education is dynamic where changes and regular updates in the
curriculums take shape constantly. Therefore, refugee education enforces new standards and
education indicators on a rolling basis. These measures ensure appropriate learning outcomes
(Global Framework for Refugee Education, 2019). These assessments are conducted in-class and
through independent samples. UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning (IIEP)
partners with Ministries of Education to support accurate assessments. There is a growing number
of both financial and human resources in educational fields. Refugee education monitors should
exist to carry this out in places where relevant hiring is done. These include educational advisors,
officers, and community protection officers (Global Framework for Refugee Education, 2019).
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Furthermore, implementation partners are also hired to bring technical capacities for refugee
education.
3.2

Theoretical Approaches towards Refugee Education

3.2.1

Human Rights-Based Approach
The rights-based approach was inspired by the work of (Tomaševski, 2001) who studied

the case of refugee education. Tomaševski divided the conceptual framework into four major
components: available, accessible, acceptable, and adaptable education. He further divided this
approach into separate categories to explain the right to education for refugees. It seems to
comprehensively include different possible elements that affect the policy of refugee education
and gives a holistic understanding of what shapes the roles and experiences of refugee education.
The conceptual approach is as follows: the human rights-based approach that emphasizes refugee
education as a right to be acknowledged and developed through education on every possible
situation, even during a crisis. On top of that, education is perceived as an "enabling right" or an
“entitlement giving" that individuals need to arrive at their maximum capacity and to practice their
different human rights. Education can only fulfill this promise if it is of high quality, protective,
available, accessible, acceptable, and adaptable (Tomaševski, 2001).
A rights-based approach requires a serious extent of cooperation from the focused number
of beneficiaries that includes, but are not limited to civil society, local communities, minorities
and refugees, and displaced persons. This approach emphasizes the notion of participation, making
it more active, free, and meaningful. The approach also gives significant attention to issues of
accessibility to a different range of institutions. In recent years, there has been an increasing
emphasis on rights based-approaches to development. This has included refugee educational
policies due to the shift that has resulted in the growing recognition that rights-based approaches
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are one of the best ways for inclusive education for refugees in non-camp settings to occur. It aims
at explaining the hidden ideas of a rights-based approach to refugee learning and centers human
rights commitments in the training part. Thus, this approach increases the understanding of human
rights' importance in educational policies for refugees based in urban settings.
One of principles based of this approach is accountability and transparency, which focuses
mainly on raising the levels of participation of 'rights-holders' and the corresponding 'duty-bearers.'
It contributes to the enhancement of the capacities of 'duty-bearers' to meet their core obligations
on both sides, positively and negatively. The obligations of duty-bearers include (to protect,
promote and provide), and at their negative obligations (to abstain from violations). This principle
takes into account all the relative stakeholders. The local stakeholders led by the government takes
the sole responsibility of ensuring cooperation with the international bodies. Most of the
international assistance comes into the aid discussion when there is a reported shortage of
resources. A rights-based approach to refugee education programming is mainly built on these
critical principles which support the fulfillment of internationally agreed human rights
requirements that are relevant to the education sector. Thus, the right to education is widely
acknowledged as being a fundamental human right, and education is considered not only to be a
goal in and of itself, but also as a means for attaining all other human rights. Grabska (2016) argues
that when it comes to the practice of education for refugees, most policies are mainly focusing on
the provision of needs-based refugee approaches, like relief and emergency assistance. However,
the rights of refugees should be the primary way of thinking in creating refugee educational
policies based on their rights rather than their needs.
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3.2.2 Humanitarian Approach
The Humanitarian Approach views that all individuals deserve dignity and respect (Zeus,
n.d.) and is sourced from International Humanitarian Law (IHL). Humanitarians work to achieve
equality and enhancing the treatment of human beings as a whole. This approach is equipped with
frameworks and policies meant to advance the well-being of individuals despite their differing
backgrounds (Zeus, n.d.). Initially, the approach focused on eliminating the “US vs. THEM”
mentality that triggered ethnic clashes and tribalism. All the UN member states commit to this
approach with constant present appeal of upholding the importance of equitable treatment for all
human beings. The humanitarian approach is mainly guided by several inputs to ensure equality is
upheld. Initially, humanity comes out as the primary focus of the approach. It creates a perception
that human suffering needs to be addressed accordingly, in any part of the world. A significant
focus is issued on vulnerable individuals (Zeus, n.d.). In any instance of aid, these people should
have the priority in order to reduce suffering. Neutrality then comes into the approach, which
means equal measures should be consistent without favor. The issue of favors is a common
problem, especially in third-world countries. Reputable individuals or those willing to bribe are
highly considered. Impartiality comes in as another focus of the approach meant to reduce
discrimination during humanitarian aid (Taylor & Sidhu, 2012, p. 56). It upholds the need to
provide relief based on the need. Finally, independence means that all stakeholders remain
autonomous. They should work independently without push or pull factors, allowing them to
deliver their mandate successfully.
The humanitarian approach also focuses as its main focus, the purpose of giving
humanitarian aid. Life-saving assistance to those in need is the core principle (Zeus, n.d.). The
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) takes the
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responsibility of ensuring human beings receive equal treatment around the world. In realizing the
fundamental rights of people, refugees become widely recognized under the humanitarian
approach. The focus is to ensure that they receive equality and the right treatment, even when
enduring in foreign lands.
3.2.3 A Developmental Approach
The developmental approach formulates its argument on the fact that learning should
initially start with children (Zeus, n.d.). Early childhood education remains the primary focus of
the developmental approach. Therefore, the foundation of childhood education by using this
approach looks at what and how they need to learn. The developmental approach is not only
limited to children. Overall, it is meant to improve the entire human well-being. The initiation of
the developmental approach took part in early 1990.
The developmental approach is human-centric (Zeus, n.d.). People are very important, and
their livelihoods need to be enhanced. Changes should focus on uplifting the standards of people.
The perception that economic development can change people, however, is not sufficient. The
stakeholders are encouraged to go deeper to the root and learn more about people’s problems
(Zeus, n.d.). The developmental approach grants people freedom and endless opportunities to have
a meaningful value in their life. When it comes to effecting these changes, it is encouraged that all
people should have opportunities, which in turn develops their abilities. Three principles come into
place when ensuring human development; accessing resources, creative, healthy, & long life, and
to remain knowledgeable. Several other things turn out to be imperative for bringing the right
human development conditions into being. Furthermore, human development focuses on their
choices. Every person has a right to make their own choices according to their wishes. Thus, the
approach ensures that people are granted opportunities to advance their own agency. Human
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happiness is not easily guaranteed, as most of it takes shape following their individual choices.
Therefore, the entire process of human development should have a conducive environment to
ensure reasonable chances of creativity and success. Through such engagements, education is a
significant factor leading to successful human development initiatives. Through education, people
often get a wide array of chances to learn and make their own well-informed decisions with the
opportunities available to them.
3.3.1

Lessons Learned from Kampala, Uganda experience: Unique Refugee Education
Policies as a Good Example in Urban Settings
Uganda in Eastern Africa is among a few host countries that can provide mainstreaming

and inclusive education to refugees and asylum seekers. Kampala, a capital city located in the
Global South, which shares similar concerns to Egypt, was able to create an environment
conducive to the refugee populations it hosts. In the African region, the case of Uganda is
especially unique and well covered in literature review of refugee education, given that it has
become a model of social cohesion and refugee and host community, leaving tighter relationships
among these people. As of 31 January 2019, Uganda hosts 1,205,913 refugees, the highest number
in the country’s history, and the largest hosting refugee county in Africa. Drawn mainly from their
African neighbors, like South Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the most
significant population of refugees are South Sudanese, in addition to large numbers from the DRC,
Burundi, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Rwanda, Somalia, and Sudan. These populations have lived in
protracted exile in Uganda for the past three decades. Notably, more than 60 % of Uganda’s
refugees are under 18 years of age, and most refugees live in urban settings in Uganda, like the
capital city of Kampala.
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Uganda’s refugee policy is built around pillars of inclusivity, which yield very positive results in
terms of full access to public education. Wisely, Uganda puts into practice its understanding that
anything that supports the refugee population also supports the nationals, thereby strengthening
and unifying the country as a whole; thus, animosity is at a minimum (Clements et al., 2016).
Uganda's experience in terms of inclusive policy for refugee education is viewed to be a unique
one within the Africa continent. With successful policies of refugee education and programs, this
allowed Uganda's government, with its national and international partners, be able to host this large
refugee population.
One of the most significant policies developed by the Ugandan government is the SelfReliance Strategy (SRS). This liberal refugee policy was launched in 1999 and implemented until
2003. The implementation of SRS was mainly under the responsibility of the Minister for Disaster
Preparedness and Refugees in cooperation with UNHCR and planned to improve the way of life
of refugees and the host community as a whole (Clements et al., 2016). Highlights of the
supporting policies follow. The objectives of SRS are “empowerment of refugees and nationals in
the [host] territory to the degree that they would be able to support themselves; and, to establish
mechanisms that will ensure easy access to social services for the refugees with those of the
nationals.” (Clements et al., 2016). Thus, education for refugees was one of the objectives which
mainly focus on accessing social services. Refugee education was provided equally to all refugees,
just like nationals in selected districts where the majority of refugees live, particularly in Northern
Uganda. In these districts, the provision of education was mainly provided by line departments,
while activities and services were provided by NGOs and line departments (Dryden & Hovil,
2004). As a result, social sectors were the most effective area where the Ugandan government
implanted a real integration of refugees with the host communities. An outstanding example of
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this lesson learned from the Ugandan experience is through easing integration by providing free
social services to refugees. Moreover, the education sector joined a proposal by the Ministry of
Finance, Education, and UNHCR in order ensure the inclusion of refugees in national sectoral
plans, which was done successfully in the National Education Plan in which all refugee children
benefited from the Universal Primary Education (UPE) program of the Government of Uganda
(Dryden & Hovil, 2004). This example is considered as an indication of positive achievements by
which refugees and the host community benefit from the process of inclusive education.
Another promising education policy was the Education Response Plan for Refugees and
Host Communities in Uganda, initiated by Uganda’s first lady and the Minister of Education and
Sports in September 2018. According to the UNHCR Uganda Report 2018, the Education
Response Plan was financed correctly and provided the right education for both hosts and refugees
in Uganda. The aims of this plan were aligned with Uganda’s Education Sector Strategic Plan
(ESSP) for 2016-2020.9 The ultimate goal was to enhance access to and nature of learning over all
types of training in Uganda, especially in the12 refugee-hosting districts, by providing more
educational activities and learning opportunities to both communities, refugees and nationals.
Furthermore, a noticeable national policy plan aiming to support refugee’s education is the
National Development Plan II (NDP II), 2016-2021. This plan aims to target nationals and refugees
alike through to 2020. Uganda’s asylum space is maintained, and equal and unhindered access to
territory is preserved (Ruaudel & Morrison, 2017).
There are multiple stakeholders involved in the process of local refugee integration in
Uganda. This group operates mainly as the main decision-making body. It aims to facilitate and

9

The National Development Plan II (NDP II), 2016-2021
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fortifies existing government and accompanying organizations for the administration to refugees
(UNHCR Uganda Report, 2019). This gathering is co-driven by the Office of the Prime Minister
(OPM) and the Ministry of Local Government, improving cooperation at the local and
neighborhood level, inside the current legitimate structures. It includes individuals from line
Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs); Local Governments; refugee agents; development
and humanitarian actors; UN offices; national and worldwide NGOs; the private sector; and global
monetary foundations and displaced people's delegates. It manages and fills in as an information
center point and stage, and is just as vital of a strategy as conversations (UNHCR| Uganda, 2019).
Uganda has adopted progressive policies supporting education for refugees and they have gone
much further than any country in Africa when it comes to the provision of policies of refugee
education and their host communities; education is granted to refugees and nationals alike based
on inclusive and rights-based policy basis.
3.4 Summary
The literature review encompasses various sections. First, the right to education is developed
in subsection 3.1.2 It reflects the need for refugees to have access to education despite being
displaced individuals. The section focuses on the significance of the right to access education and
refugee education in the urban areas in subsections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4, respectively. Education for
refugees is termed to be significant as it assists in ensuring that they are provided with endless
chances, even in their stay on foreign land. Education is believed to be filled with endless
opportunities where the accreditations provide a future for such individuals. The literature
discovers that educational certificates remain acceptable in a majority of the world. Thus, planning
for refugee education is a guarantor that they could remain competitive. Refugee education in
urban settings is found to be very critical. The literature indicates that many refugees live in the
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urban regions; thus, education remains vital in these settings. The purpose of refugee education in
line with the refugee policies and inclusive education is reflected in section 3.1.5. There is an
outline of the various factors which make refugee education meaningful. This chapter explores the
theoretical foundations meant for refugee education. The approaches; developmental,
humanitarian, and rights-based are discussed. The developmental approach hopes to transform
individuals to perform better in their lives. For the humanitarian approach, it supports the idea that
all people should be treated with respect and dignity. Therefore, there is a humanitarian focus on
enhancing the well-being of all people, especially vulnerable people like refugees. The rightsbased approach recommends that those in power must acknowledge the rights of all, especially the
vulnerable. Adequate support must be granted to them, especially in those situations affecting their
lives. Finally, Uganda’s Unique Refugee Education Policies is viewed it as an experience that
applies the rights-based approach when it comes to refugees accessing public schooling.
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IV.

CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
4.1.1 Research Design
This study is qualitative in its nature as it is considered more suitable method for carrying
out said topic with vulnerable populations. Qualitative research explores participants’ opinions,
feelings, and experiences regarding a particular phenomenon or problem (Creswell, 2012). In
addition, this type of study facilitates the exploration of the phenomenon to be studied from
multiple perceptions in its real and natural context (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Therefore, the qualitative
methodology is the most appropriate method to investigate the research questions of this study.
The research techniques for this study, and means of data collection are interviews, focus groups
discussion, and participant observations. Using these approached helped to improve the validity
and reliability of the study, and allowed for more understanding from participants’ viewpoints.
The researcher observed participants in refugee community schools and these observations also
helped in the collection, analysis, and explanation of the results.
4.1.2 Sample Size and Selection
A non- probability sampling technique was used in this study due to its flexibility.
Participants were chosen based on their specific characteristics and educational experiences. The
sample included parents of refugee students, educational services providers such as NGOs, and
headmasters of refugee community-based schools. Although governmental entities like the
Egyptian Ministry of Education and Ministry of Foreign Affairs were selected for interviews, the
researcher was not able to approach them due to unwillingness of the participants and the Covid19 restrictions that made harder for the researcher to access them, which are considered a research
limitation. Individual interviews were mostly conducted in Arabic and English while the FGDs
were conducted in the native languages of refugee communities (for example, Ethiopian, Eritrean,
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Somali and South Sudanese refugees). Recruitment of individuals for interviews was done based
on the researcher’s informal and formal networks and connections. Also, focus group participants
were selected through community gatekeepers, community leaders and refugee teachers who work
in the identified refugee community-based schools (see annex for the data collection plan and the
sample size.)
Subjects and sites were intentionally selected by the researcher in order to understand the
situations of refugee community schools and provide useful information about this issue. In order
to ensure trustworthiness, credibility, and validity, the data collection was done through
triangulation (Yin, 2003). Data was gathered by interviewing participants in different positions,
like the school headmasters, plus interviewing some educational service providers and FGDs with
the parents of refugee students. In order to show consistency across the different interviews and
capture the different dimensions of the challenges of refugee education, schools in urban settings
are showcased. However, it was decided not to engage refugee children and students under age in
this study due to their vulnerabilities.
4.1.3 Study Area and Sources of Data
Refuge community schools or non-formal education centers are mainly located in Ain
Shams, Abassiya, Maadi, Giza, and the 10th district in Nasr City, all in Greater Cairo. The schools
are officially under the supervision of the school’s headmasters, and some faith-based
organizations. The study utilized two significant sources of data. Primary sources emanated from
the focus group discussions and the interviews. For the secondary data, a systematic literature
review was conducted. This mixed-based approach provides an in-depth review of the issue from
a different point of view.
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4.2.1 Data Collection Procedure
The data for this research was collected through in-depth interviews conducted using semistructured interviews and focus group discussions (FGDs), and participant observation. The
researcher used open-ended questions for the semi-structured interviews. This approach was
beneficial as it did not restrict the participants in the discussion, but rather, enabled them to freely
express their views where they could go into in-depth discussions about various dimensions, while
consistently covering the points examined in the research. The in-depth interviews, was conducted
in three phases: first, in-depth interviews with education services providers that work with refugees
and asylum seekers in educational matters. This phase included discussions with different NGOs
and community-based organizations (CBOs), namely those who provide education assistance in
the forms of classes or financial assistance to attend school: Catholic Relief Services (CRS), Save
the Children International (SCI), St. Andrew's Refugee Services (StARS), UNICEF Egypt, and the
United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR Cairo Office). Interviews with theses
service providers allowed the researcher to survey the types of educational assistance given and
whether their education varied based on the nationals’ background. Specialist organizations'
information was necessary because these associations have daily interaction with refugee children,
parents, and schools’ administrations on different issues.
Second phase, interviews were conducted with the headmasters of refugee communitybased schools that provide educational services in Greater Cairo. It included refugee school
administrators in order to understand the challenges and opportunities of refugee education and to
address the multiple ways in which refugees access education and the challenges and opportunities
that arise. (See the attached table of data collection for the number and locations of refugee
community schools).
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Third phase, in-depth interviews with stakeholders reflect details and usage of refugee education
policies. While the author wished to interview the Ministry of Education (MoE) and the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs (MFA), these interviews were not successfully conducted due to these two
offices because they were contacted several times with no results adding to that having Covid-19
constraints. Online meetings were also difficult to gather information for such a robust topic with
these governmental entities. These interviews were supposed to include asking questions related
to the policies of refugee education and access to education and understanding how international
and domestic policies affect refugee education in an urban context. Thus, the end result was,
unfortunately, these two interviews were not conducted due to the lack of responses from
participants.
Another way in which data was also collected was through focus group discussions
(FGDs). Parents of refugee students who speak Arabic and other non-Arabic speakers were invited
to participate in these FGDs. 3 Focus Groups Discussions were conducted as follows: 3 Parents of
refugee students from main refugee nationalities: FGD1 Arabic Speakers: Group of Syrian, Iraqi,
and Yemen refugees; FGD2 Arabic Speakers: Group of Sudanese, South Sudanese, and Somali
refugees; and FGD3 Non-Arabic speakers: Group of Ethiopian and Eritrean Students' parents.
Each of these FGDs last for almost two hours considering basic conversation with members
dependent on their answers and interests, taking into account their answers which led to more
profound discussions among the participants. all of FGDs were done in refugee community schools
where parents meet regularly. The FGDs offered the view points from refugee communities about
how children access education and the challenges and opportunities that they face in Cairo (See
attached document detailing nationalities of refugees that were interviewed). All participants were
above 18 years old, with age extending from their mid-20s to mid-50s. It gave the researcher more
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precious data which helped in the analytical phase. The focus group discussions were conducted
at public venues where the discussants had a sense of security and were comfortable.
Both the interviews and FGDs were conducted either in Arabic or English, as some of the
participants preferred to express themselves in the two languages. Each interview lasted for 45
minutes, while an FGD lasted for almost two hours. They were all audio-taped, transcribed, and
the Arabic interviews were translated into English by the researcher. The researcher contacted the
participants several times after having conducted the interviews for further clarification.
As for the participant observation, this was very useful way to me to gather further information
from classrooms and inside of refugee community schools. An approval was sought from each of
refugee community school that this source of data was used.
4.3 Data Analysis
The researcher organized the data through computer program Excel Sheet, using what
participants said as the main themes for analysis. Inductive analysis of the data was done, data was
read and issues shared by the participants were organized into themes. This helped in
understanding the unique issues raised by the participants themselves, which may indicate new
processes, explanations, or types of behavior not anticipated by the researcher. All the transcripts
were read for an overall understanding of some outstanding issues or patterns. After that, the
transcripts were scanned to determine the texts relevant to the study’s objectives. All the relevant
text was categorized and coded by various emerging ideas within each factor were selected.
4.4 Ethical Considerations
As far as ethical considerations are concerned, the current study followed policies and
procedures set by the American University in Cairo’s (AUC) Institutional Review Board’s (IRB).
Various procedures were utilized as per the provisions. The researcher completed AUC’s IRB
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training for Social and Behavioral Research in the Humanities, beside other research courses that
were taken earlier. Before the study was conducted with humans, a plan was initiated, ensuring
that human subjects were not subjected to risks, if any, as per the IRB’s approval in November
2019, which was affirmed for one calendar year. Before starting the research with human subjects,
the researcher provided oral and written copies of consent forms to participants in interviews and
FGDs, where several approvals were obtained before collecting any data. Consent forms contained
an explanation of the purpose of the research, depiction of the expected risks to members, portrayal
of any advantages or issues to participants; researchers' contacts; and an explanation that
cooperation was deliberate. Also, permission from the schools’ authorities were taken in order to
conduct interviews with the participants and take observations. Given the fact that rules do not
harm and the project involved voluntary participation and that, these notions were applied,
especially in the refugee context, which is a sensitive topic and area. Arabic and English were used
during the preparation of consent forms and also translated copies in Dink, Nuer, Somali, Tigrinya,
and Amharic Ethiopian, native languages of refugee populations, which all received IRB approval.
All the participants signed consent forms before the interviews. The forms explained the
participants’ option to pull back from the examination whenever and informed them of the
confidentiality of their responses as well as what was expected from them in terms of participation.
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V.

CHAPTER FIVE FINDINGS: EDUCATION CHALLENGES FACING REFUGEES

5.1.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the data collected from the interviews is presented within primary six
themes: Accessibility into Schools; Affordability of Education Community Schools; Quality of
Education in Community Schools; Issues of Accountability; System Strengthening and
Partnerships; and Good Practices and Models. Respondent categories include refugee school
headmasters, refugee school teachers and NGO Staff. The data is coded inductively according to
emerging themes from the study and what was said by the participants for issues and repeating
ideas identified by the subjects of this study. The analysis was based on answering the research
questions. This chapter, therefore, looks at overarching challenges facing refugee children, like
accessibility into the public-school systems, as well as specific challenges facing particular
communities.
5.2.1 Accessibility into Schools
For many refugee children, access to the Egyptian public school system is impossible due
to legal constraints. A UNHCR Officer, during an interview identified the expansive growth of
community schools in Cairo over the past few years as an answer to this challenge. According to
him, there were over 80 accessible refugee community schools in Greater Cairo alone, the city that
the study covers. All of these schools were accessible to all refugee populations, especially those
who do not speak Arabic.

In the interview the need for such schools within the refugee

communities was highlighted, but he also spoke to difficulties in capacity with so many students
attempting to utilize their services. These non-formal schools depend primarily on their
nationality's educational plan.
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“The number of refugee community schools which are operating in Cairo alone has been
over 80 in the last two years. These schools provide education to more than 15,000 refugee
boys and girls at the primary level. Those community schools were hosting nearly 80% of
all school-age students with refugee or asylum-seeker status.” (UNHCR Officer, Field
Interview, 2020)
It is noticed that community-based- schools were infrequently formally certified by the
Egyptian government, yet they accepted a considerable number of refugees, especially those who
are newly arrived in Egypt or those who have another issue that disallows them from attending
public schools. While some refugee nationalities have the privilege of accessing Egyptian public
schoolings, other nationalities do not have this benefit. However, when conducting this research,
it was found that the community schools, which is the focus of this study, have some refugee
students who more or less can access public education, but due to some other challenges, ended
up in non-formal education.
Another issue that mentioned in the interview was that refugee populations from Syria,
Yemen, and Sudan are the largest enrolled refugee communities in Egyptian public schools, as
they are permitted to try out Egyptian state-funded schools since they are Arabic speaking
populations. When it comes to, Eritreans, Ethiopians, Somali, South Sudanese, and Iraqis, they
have very limited access because of language barrier or security reasons (as is the case for Iraqi
refugees). These groups with little access are the refugee populations whose children are mostly
enrolled in refugee community-based schools since they cannot afford the cost of private
education.
In an interview with the headmaster of a refugee community school (RCS) in Maadi, he
spoke about the issue of documentation needed for students to enter the schools.
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“Well, yes, absolutely community schools do ask for some required documentation like the
proof of birth certificates or ages assessment cards, proof of a residency permit, UNHCR
cards for refugees or asylum seekers, among other documents. Additionally, we ask parents
enrolling their children in our schools to bring documents that prove where the kids have
been attending school, and grade level.” (an interview with the headmaster of RCS)
He pointed out the situation that refugees who flee their home country are often lacking
proper documentation with them and this is the common issue within refugee populations. Having
documents is one of essential requirement for a refugee to access any school, public, private or
even a community school. In order to register, refugee children need some vital documents like
birth certificates, among others, to get to instruction openings. Also, having refugee status is a
significant step to ease education access, in particular for post-primary and primary education.
According to him, one of the mentionable reasons of refugee children’s’ inability to access public
schools is incomplete or missing documentation and this results in their forced preference to be
registered in non-formal education. As reported by several refugee schools’ headmasters,
documentation is a significant issue facing refugee families and children to be enrolled in schools,
both community schools and the public education system, as well. Refugee children without proper
documentation may face some challenges in terms of having an open spot in schools. This is one
of most challenging issues facing refugees when it comes to access to school has to do with having
proper documents.
“Refugee children who want to register in primary and secondary schools in the Egyptian
public system have to show a valid birth certificate, passport, proof of legal residency
permits, and permission from their embassy or UNHCR to enroll in Egyptian public
schools. As you may know, these are the main requirements and procedures for placing a
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child in Egyptian public schools, but for us, as a community, sometimes we can exempt
some of these documents or ease a registration to allow refugee children to be registered
and then ask for these papers later on.” (an interview with a headmaster of refugee CBS)
According to him, those parents who wanted to enroll their children into Egyptian public
schools need to provide proper documentations as a proof of refugee’s status otherwise they have
to enroll them in a community school. Schools, both community and public education, require
refugee children to have an individual document to register. The lack of obtaining these documents
may lead to delaying registration in public schools and delay registration in community schools,
too. It was further elaborated that community schools, however, are less strict which
documentation maters. For example, a child might register in a community school even if some
papers may be missing, and the alternative could be to ask to issue a Card or ID or other valid
documents. He further elaborated that the community school’s administrations were well aware of
these issues, which is not the case in public schools where having required documents is a must.
5.3.1 Affordability
While speaking with parents, they identified another issue of affordability of education
expenses, particularly fees charged by schools. This was due to the fact that many of the refugee’s
families and parents have similar lacking of financial strength that can make them afford their
children education. This makes it challenging for them to arrange finances and get freedom to
select best possible solution for their children. This limitation makes them choose from lesser
options of child education. Parents of refugee students of a community school in Nasr City, they
spoke to the importance of education.
“We encourage the younger refugee generations to go to school; however, many believe
that the major problem that refugee kids and their families face is school fees. If you have
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your certificate for the year 2018 – 2019 and you went and applied in the year of 20202021, you will notice a big difference in fees that jumped over 50%...Yes, refugee kids do
receive financial support from CRS to cover about half of their school fees... Yet, this is
still not enough! The requirements or criteria, for the child to receive an educational grant,
the child must have the UNHCR card and a letter from the community school where the
child is registered, and we cannot get a letter from community schools if we do not pay
them first.” (One of refugee parent spoke in one of FGDs)
It was also observed and narrated by participants that most of the families have limited
resources and, in some cases, are unable to pay for education fees. Generally, for communitybased- schools, as was mentioned in the focus group discussion, for one child in pre-school the
cost is about 1000 LE, Primary level costs between 1500-2000 LE, and secondary school between
2000-3000 LE. However, this differs from one school to another. While school is viewed as
important and a priority for many parents, the school fees prove to be prohibitive in enrolling their
children. If such collaboration between parents and teachers were to occur, perhaps more children
would be able to enroll in community schools. Community schools’ expenses are a challenge that
may restrict access to school for refugees who have barely enough financial resources to fund and
support their child’s education.
Another issue identified during interviews were that there were no set fees except in four
church faith schools in which I interviewed their headmaster. Registration fees are generally lower
by 50% compared to other community schools. In the refugee community, the average family
household size is around 5-6 people, which is the reason that families face this difficulty in placing
their children in schools. There are also the additional costs brought on by the requirements to have
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books and other equipment, including transportation, which is all very challenging. A parent in
the Ain Shams neighborhood suggests working with the teachers to reduce school fees.
“Our suggestions as parents, teachers need to help us concerning the reduction of school
fees. Still, there are many children in the streets today; they were being dismissed or dipped
out because their families are not able to pay their school fees. Today, we can see that
many community educational centers became very expensive, and we are not able to cover
half of the fees. Many refugee families have more kids to feed, which makes it very difficult
when you have five or more kids and still need to pay all of these expenses.” (A parent in
the Ain Shams spoke in one of FGDs)
Although schooling is vital for refugees, some families are not able to afford fees for
education since their primary focus is basic needs and necessities, which is the main reason that
some neglected education leading to children dropping out. Also, given the size of the majority of
families, which are large, it becomes difficult to place several children in school. It makes
education be less of a priority as it becomes a burden in a large family without income as the
community school fees and expenses are increasingly becoming too high compared to public ones.
5.3.2

Language and Curriculum
It was found that many refugee children belong to diversified backgrounds and cultural.

Languages, they speak vary from community to community which are totally un-understandable
from one another. The headmaster in Maadi explained why community school have developed and
curriculum in different languages in one school, which is important for many refugee communities.
“Most of refugee community schools teach the Sudanese curriculum, which is taught in
both, Arabic and English, languages and makes it easy for those who do not speak Arabic.
For Somali, Ethiopian and Eritrean communities who have language barriers, they are
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placed in English classes, and in some cases, their native languages.” For those fleeing
conflict, not only is keeping your language an important aspect, but it also proves
beneficial in learning new material in school in a quick and efficient manner.
An Eritrean single mother espouses this belief, “I am feeling grateful that I found schools
that can accept my children who do not speak Arabic, and I do not need to bother myself
with teaching them a new language, which I will not be able to afford it… learning a new
language is so expensive.” (A FGD in RCS in Maadi)
The linguistic obstacle is another problem that affects access to education for refugees.
This is especially true for non-Arabic speakers who are willing to be enrolled in public schools,
but their lack of speaking Arabic has been a challenge. Thus, refugees ended up going to
community schools due to their inability to speak the language of the host community. While
refugees from Syrian, Yemen, and Sudan tend to have no problem with the Arabic language, the
other refugees from Ethiopia, Eritrea, and Somali face considerable challenges in this regard. This
latter group, almost all of them, attend community schools where they can be stringent in their
home country’s languages. However, Arabic language learning is essential for those to adapt and
integrate to their host community. According the headmaster who went further and talk about
importance of speaking the host community Language to enhance access to different types of
school both in community or public education.
“Language is a major problem for children who do not speak Arabic and want to be
enrolled in public schools. There is little chance for those refugee children to survive if
they do not speak the host country language or language of the instructors in Egyptian
public schools. So, before and in summer times, we offer language classes for newly arrived
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refugees to prepare them to be able to live in this Arabic speaking community.” (an
interview with a headmaster of RCS)
While keeping a mother tongue is important for many reasons, learning the language of the
host community should also be a priority. Non-Arabic speakers are enrolled in community schools
where languages of teaching are English plus other local languages. Thus, some community-based
schools operate in English or have different shifts in different languages. Also, in each area, there
are community educational centers for non-Arabic speakers where they can take Arabic language
classes. There have been community interventions to tackle the issues of language barriers for
refugee children. Access to public schooling is limited to refugee children who do speak Arabic
fluently, which is one of the reasons refugee societies think that it is hard for them to register their
children in public schools.
5.3.4

Hope of Resettlement
By keeping the importance of refugee parents’ attitude and general knowledge and

awareness for supporting and supervising their children when it comes to education matters, it was
observed that many refugee parents’ residents in Egypt consider themselves in transition period or
in awaiting room for departure to another destination. This attitude resulted in dealing with
education matter less servilely and being in Egyptian as guests and the education as a matter as
‘making kids busy’. A South Sudanese single mother shows how a belief that resettlement will
happen soon may hamper enrolling children into school,
“Our children need to have just a short education because we believe that we will live in
Egypt for a while “short time”. I think refugees are here in the host community temporarily,
and they sooner or later will leave this country either to a third country, which most believe,
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or to go back to their home countries once they reason leading them to flee is resolved.”
(one of a refugee parents spoke in one of FGDs)
It was observed that the dream of leaving refuge community is not easy. It is a very slow
process that takes years to accomplish and for very small part of refugees got it. Whereas important
point is that refugees themselves feel in transit, and they like to stay in transit understanding that
they will move soon. This was observed in the minds and talk of their children as well, and they
were found talking that they would soon leave Cairo very soon. The risk of this notion is that it
puts the children into a big gap where some of these solutions may take years, and then children
lose considerable time in their lives. For example, some families think they will get travel or
resettle soon, and there is no need to register their children in stable and continuous education
because there is no reason since they will leave soon. The participants, who do send their children
to school, even if they believe they will travel soon, said that they wanted their children access
education in refugee communities' schools not in a public one. With this, it was observed that
various refugee families think that by allowing their children to go to community school, they will
still be seen as being in a temporary situation while they are waiting to travel to another country.
Therefore, they just want these schools to be safe place where their children can be placed until
further notice. This view, however, makes many children not careful with their attendance and
indicates a lack of awareness and knowledge from their parents that this may not always be the
case.
5.3.5

Special Needs Situations
Another observation made was that refugee children with special needs face considerable

challenges in accessing schooling as they do have double vulnerability as disable child and being
a refugee at the same time. There is a percentage number of refugee kids that do not follow under
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criteria of refugee community schools nor easily getting access to special schools. Disabilities vary
from all sort of being disable, physically and mentally. Given the background that refugee went
through and live in, find and access school for these groups of children is one of things parents and
teacher spoke about in this study. An Ethiopian single mother speaks of the difficulties she has
with her two disabled children,
“I have two disabled children; one is physically disabled, and the second has hearing and
speech issues. When I came to Cairo 2 years ago, I searched for a special needs schools to
accept my children. It is difficult to find one in my location, and even if I get one, the fees
are too high for children with disabilities.” (a mother of refuge student spoke in an FGD)
These issues, though, not only affect children with disabilities in community schools, but also
those in Egyptian public schools. Difficulty in finding affordable and accessible schools for
children with special needs is one of the significant challenges for all parents, teachers, and NGOs,
which is the issue that community schools have no space or training for special needs children. It
includes those with different kinds of disabilities and children with other challenges that affect
their learning abilities, which shows a greater need for inclusive education.
5.3.6

Vocational Training
Another concerning point was about vocational training. A Sudanese parent in Maadi-Arab

lamented on the fact that there is very little vocational training in Egypt for refugees to access it.
“…We are in a foreign land where many things are not available to us, for example, we
are in the modern world where we are supposed to have technological education
equipment, and these things are not just available to us in these schools. Also, for us as
parents, we demand an inclusive education service for refugee children especially for those
who are looking for skills or training-based education programs, which will enable them
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to be active members in the communities, boost their self-confidence, and prepare them for
the job market.” (a parent spoke in one of FGDs in maadi)
A headmaster in Ain Shams expressed the same desire by saying:
“We want the vocational training and skill programs for youth and adolescents where they
will have chances to study and learn skills that would be useful for job markets, especially
for those who do not want to follow the academic track.” (A headmaster of RCS)
It is observed and found that working legally in Egypt is not available for refugees, giving
them an opportunity to work in a vocational area would be extremely beneficial for them.
Generally, there is limited access to vocational training for refugees. It is only provided by some
NGOs like CRS and Terre des Hommes (TDH) to accommodate those who have previous skills.
Nevertheless, there is no public school or community schools that provide this critical program to
refugees as part of vocational training education. It is general understanding among refugees’
parents that if youth get vocational training or skills, it would open huge opportunities to them in
order to live successful lives. And, this would provide more options for refugee students in terms
of accessing different type of education and develop market skills that would eventually benefit
him\her and the community.
5.4.1

Quality of Education
Speaking about the quality of education, the qualifications of teachers is a fundamental key

point which is affecting the learning process in refugee non-formal schools. In these schools, most
teachers come from different backgrounds; have nothing to do with education, and very few have
teaching as an educational background or as a field of study. A headmaster in Ain Shams lamented
on the fact that there is a dearth of trained teachers.
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“We have been facing a lack of qualified and untrained teachers, with low skills in
education, so training of teachers is something that every community school is struggling
with. This major issue facing our refugee community schools when it comes to the quality
of education. Many community schools hire teachers who have less experience or no
experience in teaching…” (an interview with a headmaster of RCS in Ain Shams)
It was further elaborated that without trained teachers, the education children receive will
be lacking, forcing them to be behind their peers who are able to pay for a private education. Most
teachers usually are students at universities working part-times or recently graduated. For those
who have been working as teachers, they usually devote less time to one school to spend time in
other schools. In other words, one teacher works in different schools or shifts to be able to cover
his or her financial needs. For instance, there is a gap in teachers with a science background; math,
physic, and computer or another scientific field. In an interview with the with the Chairman of the
teacher’s union and a headmaster of a refuge community- school in Maadi, he espoused how
important it is for teachers to have proper training,
“I think the majority of the refugee community schools teachers do not have a degree in
education, and this is one of the requirements in any educational institute, but they do have
university degrees in other faculties with no experience in teaching. However, we are
excited about what they are contributing to our children because they are helping their
communities, and this is what makes us appreciate their roles and efforts.”
The Chairman goes on to say,
“Community schools have less equality due to a lack of well-trained teachers, who most of
them are volunteers, and mostly they are looking for experience. SCs usually hire skillful
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teachers in case they need them in some subjects. Teachers usually stay for a short amount
of time and then look for an alternative.” (the Chairman of the SS Teacher’s Union)
The high turnover is also detrimental to a coherent learning environment for the students.
If teachers are trained and supported, perhaps this will lessen the turnover. In an interview with an
SCI education officer, they spoke on the same issue of teacher training,
“…There is less quality of education in community schools, and teachers are held to a
lesser standard; In our project, we provide some teaching skills and training to community
school teachers so that they can be able to manage their schools and do their job in a better
way…” (an interview with SCI education officer)
It was observed that no focus is given to trained teachers in community schools. In Cairo,
refugee instructors are usually inadequately prepared and ineffectively paid. This harms the
learning process as a whole. Most teachers prefer to work in more than one school to cover their
needs because the salaries are meager. If given the opportunity, they even change and work with
NGOs instead, because their salaries are more pleasing. CRS and SCI provide trainings on teaching
skills, management of classes, grading system, dealing with children, and child protection, among
other topics, as highlighted in the interviews with theses NGOs who work in the field of refugee
education in urban areas.
5.4.2

Limited Classroom Capacity
Another element observed was lack of enough space in classroom for learning. Considering

the Egyptian context, this is more or less the same case in some of public schools where the issue
overcrowded classrooms has been identifies as well. A South Sudanese parent in Nasr City worries
about overcrowded classrooms, and she reveals this:
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“Our children are not in a safe learning centers because their classrooms are overcrowded
with many students, and we felt annoyed whenever we see that situation which is not
acceptable, yet there is nothing we can do about it. These apartments were designed for
living, and there should be buildings that only specialize in schools, and there should be
no living populations in the same apartment.” (A South Sudanese parent spoke in an FGDs)
It was found that a major issue affecting the quality of education is due to the large number
of students in classrooms. The average teacher-student proportion in refugee community schools
is approximately 1:50 according to the chairman of the teacher’s union and CRS Education Team.
In observation, when I visited some community schools during data collection, I saw many
children crowded in classrooms, which are often in small apartments, and an average apartment
room is considered as a classroom, which is very small. Furthermore, the school’s size is negatively
affecting the provision of some activities, such as psycho-social advising and an assortment of
extra-curricular exercises for kids with special requirements. These exercises positively affect the
quality; however, these extra-curricular activities are well organized in some and schools but not
in other school’s due to a lack of space inside.
5.4.3

Lack of Standardized Curriculum
Curriculum is another element of having quality of education. As stated earlier, one of

challenges that facing community schools is lack of having standardized curriculum. This becomes
a challenge as each of a community school starting to develop its curriculum with no adequate
supervision from MoE. Parents in Abassiya spoke on the difference in curriculum between the
community schools and say this:
“...The case is different because refugee community schools in Cairo are using different
curriculums, and most time, Sudanese ones, and these schools do not have any
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accreditation from the Ministry of Education in Egypt. Here is what used to happen so far,
those refugee kids who are studying in refugee community schools, especially those who
are in 12th grade, used to take Sudanese and South Sudanese secondary school exams
which give those kids opportunities to have an accredited certificate where they would be
able to join Egyptian public universities. Sometime you can see in one school different
curriculum are used in different languages. This cause confusion often to our kids we they
move from grade to another” (a refugee parents in Abassiya spoke in an FGD)
The South Sudanese and Sudanese community have created a body called South Sudan
Teacher Union in Cairo, Egypt, and this body has made a difference in refugee community school
because they felicitate and make things much easier for the refugee kids who are in 12th grade in
order to sit for basic and general secondary exams. Also, a few children going to these schools are,
by and large, incapable of getting accreditation perceived applicable by the Egyptian government.
Teaching and learning materials are insufficient as different curriculums are used in different
schools.
Another major issue observed and highlighted during interviews was insufficient
supervision and monitoring of community schools both at primary and secondary level. More or
less, these schools operated like business-owned centers giving a huge power to the founders of
the schools rather to an educational regulated entity. Parents in Abassiya also worry about
evaluation, supervision, and monitoring mechanisms in community schools.
“… Nobody may evaluate or assess what community schools are doing, whether or not they are
contributing to quality of education; there should be a scientific body that monitors and evaluates
according to a scientific educational institution. However, all these self-evaluations give me the
sense that there is a gap in refugee schools.” (A refugee parent spoke in an FGD)
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5.5.1 Issues of Accountability
It was also observed that there are essential factors that are not given enough attention or
neglected inside community schools. For example, significant issues are lack of accountability
when wrong actions take place, feedback and responsiveness to parents, evaluation of the poor
physical environment of schools, lack of databases, lack of a supervisorial body to oversee
community schools, meeting of minimum standard, and criteria of hiring teachers. When it comes
to monitoring of community schools, CRS and the teacher’s unions, two bodies that have overall
responsibility to provide supervisorial roles, sometimes pay a visit to guarantee that children are
getting quality instruction in a conducive environment. Usually, they do joint visits and customary
gatherings with refugee communities in Cairo. Nonetheless, their recommendations are still not
taken into consideration since they just provide suggestions to community schools but do not force
them to carry out these recommendations. They should continue doing assessments and hearing
feedback from refugee communities, students, and teachers to ensure overall monitoring and
evaluation and accountability with a mechanism in place to make sure their recommendations are
followed.
Protective learning environments concept was highlighted from interviews and FGDs.
Some headmasters and parents expired their concerned about the effect of safety environments for
sake of their kids. Furthermore, An Education Officer at Catholic Relief Services worries about
creating learning environments which has the best needs of the children at heart.
“Physical environments, buildings, and school environments are not very child-friendly,
and in need of repair in most cases, equipment is damaged or missing and needs
replacement. There is a greater need for infrastructure and facilities like classrooms,
hygiene, wash, and water.” An interview with an Education Officer at CRS)
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A refugee headmaster agrees that protection is of the upmost importance,
“Violence inside schools and outside schools, in some schools that have Sudanese students,
there is greater violence against students; it is kind of lifestyle for some, there is a high
level of violence, the solution is positive discipline. Teachers and student have their
problems, so it is better if they include activities to address such issues.” (an interview with
a headmaster of RCS)
It was observed that as many refugee children are already coming to school from difficult
backgrounds and histories, it is imperative that schools provide them with a safe and protective
space. Lack of child-friendly space has been a big problem in community schools, contributing to
a lack of child protection and safety in some areas. I have visited schools in deplorable conditions
that do not fit a child-friendly environment. Several interventions have been successfully used over
the years in terms of improving physical environments and the quality of education services. For
example, CRS used to provide some materials and items, like desks, chairs, boards, other materials,
monetary help, an extra number of instructors, and scholarly materials for those community
schools that have been in operation for more than two years. In collaboration with youth clubs and
centers, some community schools managed to provide sport exercises that have been fused into
training programs. Schools’ headmasters and partners are working to make child-friendly space in
education a necessity that is required for security-related administrations. A well-being and
security preparation program have also been actualized by some NGOs working in the educational
division focusing on children, their guardians, and their instructors in refugee community schools.
It will reach and empower both teachers and students on safety issues and child protection in the
learning process.
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Another observation that came across was bullying and discrimination besides others issues that
face refugee children inside and outside of school’s environments. Given the slum area that refugee
live in, this has become part of day-to-day situations. This problem has greater psychological
impact on refugee kids. A parent worries about bullying in that happen to her children at street
while going and come back to schools, in this case both Egyptian public schools and refugee
community schools face similar issues.
“Many Egyptian still are not familiar with different diversity and communities that live
with them here; we are afraid of discrimination because many have different ideas about
our background and culture as well. So, how do you react to these issues? I do not believe
that my children could continue studying in public schools because of what they might face
due to a lack of understanding of different diversities. I would prefer to enroll my kids in
private school because it could be a little safer, and the environment could be safer for kids
than public school, but I do not know.” (A refugee parent spoke in an FGD)
UNHCR Officer states this: we are aware of this issue, as shown in the following excerpt from an
interview.
“UNHCR and its operational partners is still continually working with the MoE in order
to improve the engagement with refugee communities especially those are yet to be
admitted in public schools. In addressing the educational demands of African and Syrian
refugees, at the same time, UNHCR has adopted a multi-agency approach that addresses
fundamental issues such as gender disparity, discrimination, and education Violence...”
It was observed that there was a common understanding among community schools
towards peaceful settlement of diverse refugee populations. They do efforts to engage children in
schools but outside school they don’t have any control of event. It was observed that they have
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introduced joint sport, music, dance, drama, and theatre and cultural activities that are made to
engage students to be fully aware of different cultures inside community schools.
Besides this, it was also observed that in these community schools, there are Parent-Teacher
Associations, which are well-established as a platform for discussion where issues like
discrimination and harassment, physical environment, lack of safety, violence inside and outside
schools, early marriage, child labor, road safety, and gang culture take place. Security dangers,
particularly for young ladies, constitute being affected by various types of GBV and continuing
harassment due to long-distance travel in Cairo from one school to another.
Another issue observed during data collection was that of early pregnancies and female
confinements to go to schools. In large families, young men are generally prioritized in learning,
while young ladies are left behind conducting family tasks and caring for their younger kin. As
indicated by UNHCR, community learning focuses are not an ideal choice for a childhood
education as the dominant part do not offer referral pathways if there is a grievance, dissimilar to
the endorsement of government-funded schools, they are not generally in the most secure areas or
in safe structures, nor do many have extended financing, and frequently need to close down.
5.6.1 System Strengthening and Partnerships
Questions regarding NGO role was also asked in regards to system strengthening and
partnerships between all actors working in field of refugee education in Cairo. The notion is that
NGOs involved in education matters can develop systematic advocacy platforms in order to
identify education issues facing refugee kids, develop mechanism to tackle this, and find
approaches for communication with the government for further support technical matters.
A UNICEF Officer believes that building partnerships with other organizations will strengthen
their response and support towards community schools.
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“The education working groups is a network that has a mission to oversee urban refugee
education to develop a more systematic and comprehensive approach to improve
partnerships and coordination.” (an interview with A UNICEF Officer)
It is worth noting that system strengthening and partnerships are crucial elements in
supporting and advocating for refugee access to education. This comes in different forms; first,
UNHCR has launched the Education Working Group as a gathering for every single instructive
partner to examine issues of worry to urban refugee education. It includes representatives of
UNHCR implementing and operational partners, UNICEF, Catholic Relief Services CRS, Care
International, Save the Children (SCI), MSF, PSTIC, The Egyptian Red Crescent, Care
International, Fard Foundation, and Plan International. A UNHCR working group member had
this to say about its success.
“The working group is a platform where all NGOs working in the education sector come
together to advocate for refugee education. This group has been working tirelessly to
advocate with the Egyptian MoE in order to allow all refugee children access to public
schools as national students do. The Education Working Group (EWG) also aims to
support refugee children, who have no access to public schools, with education grants that
facilitate their enrollment in private and community- based schools.” (an interview with
co-chair Education working group)
It was further elaborated that the principal goals for this gathering are to simplify and
increase education access for refugees residing in urban areas through mainstreaming in statefunded educational systems and improving the nature of formal and non-formal training inside a
protective domain. The educational area accomplices in Egypt advocate for the appropriation and
mainstreaming of best practices, models, and effective methodologies with the MoE. Educational
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committees, concentrating on school-based change and comprehensive training, draw on past
understanding and relationship with all partners. As featured in the meeting with the co-executive
director of the Education Working Group, the point is to guarantee fruitful reconciliation of
African, Iraqi and Yemeni evacuees into the national educational system. This will be
accomplished in the not-so-distant future through enhancing the capacity of government-funded
schools in territories with high centralization of refugees in and around Cairo, utilizing a thorough
expert improvement programs for instructors, improving the limit of school staff that works with
African refugee children, and supporting a school-based change model that empowers partners.
5.7.1 Good-practice models
Question related to experiences and good practices also revealed important information for
development of theme. A good practice model is an approach that gives refugee children a chance
to maximize and increase their access to free public education, improves the nature of formal and
non-formal instruction inside a protective domain in an urban region, and reinforces the limit of
the training framework. Despite the challenges mentioned above that refugee community schools
face, several good practices can be mentioned as a hope for a better future that could be adapted
from the Cairo case study. It conveys an ideal and then facilitates a proof-based education system
for refugee children based on their fight to education. Applying these principles of good practice
to a refugee-led community school, using Cairo as an urban setting, it seems this model fits some
refugee nationalities but not all of them. A UNHCR Officer believes that that growth of students
in public and community schools is promising,
“Over the past 5- 6 years, the Egyptian Ministry of Education granted Syrian refugees of
all ages and genders have complete and equitable access to public education just like
Egyptian. Before, Sudanese students were allowed to access public schools just like
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nationals, which is something that applied to Yemeni refugees recently. This generous
decision encompasses all phases of education, including admission to vocational,
technical, and universities and institutes of higher education. The MoE estimated that
about 42,300 Syria's students, refugees or non-refugees were enrolled in Egyptian state
schools for this academic year 2020. Moreover, about 7,300 boys and girls are currently
educated in existing Syrian community centers of education.” (An interview a UNHCR
Officer)
It is observed that the Education Working Group has been improved since 2015 regarding
access to government-funded schools by supporting the MoE in developing extra classrooms,
revamping and restoring schools, giving different instructive materials and supplies, including IT
gear, printing educational program books for early evaluations, and fitting classrooms with the
most recent digitalized smart classroom frameworks, notwithstanding furnishing schools with full
computer research centers and asset rooms. To improve the nature of instruction, they additionally
directed different educational meetings for social laborers and teachers to upgrade to the academic
aptitudes of the MoE and community teachers and boost the security space accessible to both
refugees and host communities. All of these efforts were made as a way of moving towards
inclusive education, gradually.
The UNHCR Education Unit states the number of enrolled students will continue to rise as
advocates push for more inclusion of refugees into the school system.
“In Egypt, the highest enrolment rates among refugee children in public schools is Syrian
refugees. Data from the MoE show, the Syrian students are the largest refugee group
registered in all grades and enrolled in free public schools. The remainder are in private
schools supervised by the Ministry of Education... compare it to many sub-Saharan
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African, Iraqi, and Yemeni children enrolled at public schools at the different stages of
pre-university education. This number continues to rise as we advocate for these
nationalities to also access free public education.” (An interview with a UNHCR Officer)
Another good practice observed was that there are several shifts in public schools where
refugees are registered; these schools operate in the morning and afternoon in shifts to
accommodate Syrian refugees and assist with the constrained limit of community schools. There
are also ten mobile classrooms near to 10 schools that have the most significant number of Syrian
understudies in the Giza Governorate to assist schools that have trouble accepting to the large
number of students. These mobile facilities accommodate students' needs, including books and
school expenses for a large number of students registered in the governmental schools, supplying
a considerable number of Syrian high school learners with IT devices to pursue their education
and exams, based on the Egyptian’s secondary system.
The Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative, known as DAFI in Germany,
was another theme identified by data collection. DAFI students is a platform for a refugee who is
studying higher education, in Egyptian public and private universities. Over time it has become a
network and is focused on getting more actively involved in refugee education by improving
access to higher education opportunities. Currently, they are over 500 refugees in this program
studying in different Egyptian universities, who are young people and teenagers profiting by
advanced educational grants. This program may affect people in the future, especially refugees
and asylum seekers who want to continue on to higher education. It additionally cultivates social
union and a better mix of displaced people in the host region. However, this program is confronted
with the difficulties of developing number of students every year.
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The above findings illustrate several applicable measures to be taken and improve the education
for refugee, by the host government, NGOs, and by refugee communities in Egypt towards the
improvement of education for their communities. A combination of such challenges hinders
refugee children in Egypt from accessing a better education opportunity and raise the importance
of finding a suitable educational system.
5.8

Summary of findings
The thematic analysis has established the following themes: The first key element in the

enrollment process at any education level is access to schools. Secondly, the study highlighted
issues relating to financial hardship, informal education, obstacles to transport, cultural and
linguistic barriers, parental awareness, disabled school children, and lack of vocational training.
The third theme is the quality of education in community-based refugee schools, where teacher
training, overcrowded classrooms, structured curricula, and monitoring and evaluation are the
main sub-issues. Fourth, protective learning environments where multiple types of problems, such
as violence in schools, bullying, and discriminatory practices, appear within and outside the
schools. Fifth, framework strengthening and collaboration illustrates increasing knowledge of
partnership growth. Finally, good practices model is explored, addressing several promising
practice models in access to public education, the rise of refugee students in public schools and
universities, government funding, and mobile classrooms.
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VI.

CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSING THE EXPERIENCE OF COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
IN GREATER CAIRO
6.1.1 Key Challenges
This section discusses the research results with regard to the challenges faced refugee
community schools in Greater Cairo. The discussion is based on the findings derived from the
thematic analysis conducted in the chapter five. The results shed light on many issues which have
implications for refugee education that would require policy intervention to improve refugee
education in general. The discussion in this chapter revolves around the following research
questions;
1. What significant challenges and opportunities exist in non-formal educational settings in both
primary and secondary education for refugees?
2. How can the challenges be tackled to enhance refugees’ access to public education?
3. How do refugee communities and educational service providers view mainstreaming refugee
students into public education systems?
4. What are the current approaches taken towards refugee community-based learning and the
mainstreaming of children into Egypt’s public education system?
5. What education-best practice model is best for urban refugees in Egypt?
The aim is to find answers to the above research questions and elaborate further by taking into
consideration the theoretical background of the study and to draw conclusions accordingly.
Following six themes have been extracted from previous data analysis. The themes identified in
the previous chapter are: (1) access to education; (2) affordability of education; (3) quality of
education in refugee community-based schools; (4) issues of accountability and protective learning
environments; (5) system strengthening and partnership; and (6) good-practice models.
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6.1.2 CONSTRAINTS RELATED TO ACCESS TO EDUCATION
The primary theme that has been identified by the data analysis is constraints related to
children inability to produce legal proof of their refugee status as early arrival. In spite of the legal
and essential requirement for all types of school’s admissions (comparatively less strictness in
community schools), it is found majority of refugees are either lacking documentary proof of their
birth certificates or age assessment, nationality ID, and or these documents are incomplete. In an
interview with a headmaster of an RCS school in Maadi, they spoke about the issue of
documentation needed for students to enter the schools,
“Well, yes, absolutely community schools do ask for some required documentation like the
proof of birth certificates or ages assessment cards, proof of a residency permit, UNHCR
cards for refugees or asylum seekers, among other documents… Additionally, we ask
parents enrolling their children in our schools to bring documents that prove where the
kids have been attending school, and grade level. But we deal with this issue if these
documents aren’t available a child still got accepted in the school”
He further said about documentation:
“Refugee children who want to register in primary and secondary schools in the
Egyptian public system have to show a valid birth certificate, passport, proof of legal
residency permits, and permission from their embassy or UNHCR to enroll in Egyptian
public schools…sometimes we can exempt some of these documents or ease a registration
to allow refugee children to be registered and then ask for these papers later on, which is
not the case in public”
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It is found that due to documentary issue, many of refugee children are forced to opt for
community-based schools with a compromised study environment (Grabska 2006). In his research
Grabaska (2006) had cited that improper or incomplete documents may result is not illegal status
of refugees and that result in marginalized life (Lindsey 2003). They get only a limited access to
rights and services (Peterson 2001). Absence of appropriate status has a huge effect on all facets
of refugee life. illegality and lack of recognition means limiting and disadvantaging access to work,
a lack of access for children to education, a lack of access to health care and the inability to assert
other rights, including freedom of movement, in the host community (Grabaka 2006).
6.1.3 Financial Constraints
It is found that majority of refugee’s families are unable to earn a decent living due to
lack of access to good jobs and resources. This makes children accessing education a challenging
issue specially for big families. Baring high school fees made it impossible for refugee’ families
to send all children to schools and give them equal education opportunity. These financial
constraints compel parents to focus on maintaining their basic living needs of food and shelter.
Besides this the education related extra costs such as transportation, books study material are
also other challenges that not all refugee family able to cover a total educational expense for the
family members. However, refugee status in Egypt guarantees only limited access to rights due
to the reservations made by the Egyptian government to the 1951 Convention. When speaking to
a parent of refugee students of a community school in Nasr City, they spoke to the importance of
education. A parent in the Ain Shams neighborhood suggests working with the teachers to
reduce school fees,
“Our suggestions as parents, teachers need to help us concerning the reduction of school
fees. Still, there are many children in the streets today; they were being dismissed or dipped
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out because their families are not able to pay their school fees. Today, we can see that
many community educational centers became very expensive, and we are not able to cover
half of the fees. Many refugee families have more kids to feed, which makes it very difficult
when you have five or more kids and still need to pay all of these expenses.”
Omoush (2016) found that around 84% of refugees from Syria were living in host
communities in place of refugee camps. These refugees are living under the severe poverty line
and are compelled to beg for their survival. In view of the economic situation in Egypt, the burden
on the education system, the high level of unemployment and the pressure on the health system,
recognized refugees have few opportunities to exercise their rights (Grabaka 2006).
6.1.4 Enrolment in Informal education
In an interview with a UNHCR Education Officer, the issue of growth of community
schools in Cairo over the past few years have been highlighted. As noticed earlier, there are over
80 refugee community schools in Greater Cairo alone and are accessible to all refugee populations.
According to him “these schools provide education to more than 15,000 refugee boys and girls at
the primary level. Those community schools were hosting nearly 80 % of all school-age students
with refugee or asylum-seeker status.” Community-based-schools are not government recognized
centers, and they lack resources and depend upon grants for their functioning. However, when
conducting this research, it was found that the community schools, which is the focus of this study,
have some refugee students who more or less can access public education (Grabaka 2006).
6.1.5 Cultural and language obstacles
Education for refugees is equally important as that of any other society or community.
Refugees are considered a disadvantaged and marginalized group and education for refugees has
the power to empower them for integrating in host communities. This also help them to gain
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socioeconomic status and productivity (Naidoo, 2012). Many refugee kids come from different
backgrounds and multiple cultural with different languages. This also put a significant impact on
the refugee education (Lakah, 2019).
The headmaster in Maadi explained about development of a curriculum in different languages in
one school, which is important for many refugee communities.
“Most of refugee community schools teach the Sudanese curriculum, which is taught in
both, Arabic and English, languages and makes it easy for those who do not speak Arabic.
For Somali, Ethiopian and Eritrean communities who have language barriers, they are
placed in English classes, and in some cases, their native languages.” For those fleeing
conflict, not only is keeping your language an important aspect, but it also proves
beneficial in learning new material in school in a quick and efficient manner”.
One of the key reasons of attending community school is due to some refugee children’s
inability to read, speak and write Arabic language. For such children only option left is the
community school (Hunter-Adams & Rother, 2017; Lakah, 2019).
As noticed by the majority of refugee schools’ headmasters, they went further and talk
about importance of speaking the host community Language to enhance access to different types
of school both in community or public education. They understand that the “…Language is a
major problem for children who do not speak Arabic and want to be enrolled in public schools.
There is little chance for those refugee children to survive if they do not speak the host country
language or language of the instructors in Egyptian public schools…” Therefore, realization that
understanding the host country language is important to develop inter cultural harmony among
refugees and local children. This remained on the key issue in schools and become basis of many
social issues and misunderstandings. This language barrier also effects student’s comprehension
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of subject and his academic performance (McBrien, 2005). It is worth mentioning that Non-Arabic
speakers after learning Arabic from public schools gain better chance of getting to public
education.
6.1.6 Parents’ Awareness
Refugee parent’s awareness play a vital role in guiding, supporting and supervising their
children when it comes to education matters. This research has revealed that refugee parents’ in
Egypt are found in the stat of transit. Some of them do not make long term plans and commitment
with life matters including children education; they are living in a waiting mode. This attitude
makes them keep their children busy as a reason to send them to school. Resettlement is a slow
and selective process and takes years to get settled. This leaves a big gap child waste considerable
time of their life (Hunter-Adams & Rother, 2017). With this understanding, parents view school
as a place which could provide a safe and secure place for e their children where they stay till, they
move to some destiny.
6.1.7 Limited Access to School Children with Disabilities
Community schools are not adhering to fulfil the responsibility of special attention for
children with disability (physically and mentally). This group is also not given priority in refugees
school criteria. Difficulty in finding affordable and accessible schools for children with special
needs is one of the significant challenges for all parents, teachers, and NGOs (Marshall, J. E., &
Barrett, 2017).
6.1.8 Lack of Vocational Training
Vocational training is one of pillar of education that was discussed with respect to its need
and availability. As working legally in Egypt is not available for refugees, vocational training
enables them to earn basic technical skills that enhance their earning ability potential, and they can
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easily make a respectable living for them. However, in spite of importance of vocational training,
there is a limited access to vocational training for refugees. It is only provided by some NGOs like
CRS and Terre des Hommes (TDH) to accommodate those who have previous skills (Grabska,
2006). It is, therefore, important that the refugee children should have access to a vocational
education (Xu & Maitland, 2016; Grabska, 2006).
6.2.1 Issues of Education Quality
The quality of education is another key theme emerged in this study. The three quality
focus areas are knowledge, skills, and content, taken as the core for a quality education in refugee
community schools.
6.2.2 Teacher Training
Teachers need to be trained to recognize and utilize so that refugee students can gain
maximum benefit from this. Speaking about the quality of education, the qualifications of teachers
tend to be a fundamental issue affecting the learning process in refugee non-formal schools.
Teachers in community refuges schools come from different backgrounds and are not trained
teachers. Teachers need to develop a thorough understanding about all groups of refugee students
(Kölbel, Adoniou, Murray & Lyytinen, 2019). Another reason is that students are not able to get
up-to-date quality and knowledge from these teachers is that some of teachers are university
students or fresh graduates who work part time in schools to bare their study expenses. They teach
as visiting teachers and are unable to give proper time to students learning needs. In majority of
refugee community schools in Cairo, refugee instructors are usually inadequately prepared and
ineffectively paid. This harms the learning process as a whole. Most teachers prefer to work in
more than one school to cover their needs because the salaries are meager. If given the opportunity,
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they even change and work with NGOs instead, because those NGOs salaries are more pleasing
(Lakah, 2019).
In an interview with the with the Chairman of the teacher’s union and a headmaster of a
refuge community- school in Maadi, he espoused how important it is for teachers to have proper
training,
“I think the majority of the refugee community schools teachers do not have a degree in
education, and this is one of the requirements in any educational institute, but they do
have university degrees in other faculties with no experience in teaching. However, we
are excited about what they are contributing to our children because they are helping
their communities, and this is what makes us appreciate their roles and efforts.”
Most of them are volunteers, and mostly they are looking for experience. SCs usually hire
skillful teachers in case they need them in some subjects. Preparation of teachers is essential
during the arrangement of value training in refugee community schools, just like elsewhere in
public systems.
6.2.3 Overcrowded classroom
The issue of overcrowded classrooms is overall education issue in whole Cairo irrespective
of type of school (Lakah, 2019). A South Sudanese parent in Nasr City worries about overcrowded
classrooms, and she reveals this: “Our children are not in a safe learning centers because their
classrooms are overcrowded with many students, and we felt annoyed whenever we see that
situation which is not acceptable...” These overpopulated classrooms remain a key issue affecting
the quality of education; Furthermore, the school’s size is negatively affecting the provision of
some activities, such as psycho-social advising and an assortment of extra-curricular exercises for
kids with special requirements. These exercises positively affect the quality. These extra-curricular
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activities are well organized in some and schools but not in other school’s due to a lack of space
inside (Mendenhall at. Al., 2017).
6.2.4 Standardized Curriculum
Curriculum is another factor contributing towards quality of education. As stated earlier,
one of challenges that facing community schools is lack of having standardized curriculum. This
becomes a challenge as each of a community school starting to develop its curriculum with no
adequate supervision from MoE (Lakah,2019). Teaching and learning materials are insufficient as
different curriculums are used in different schools (Lakah,2019). There is a need of uniformity in
curriculum so that all culture can easily be accommodated in it. Teachers needs to be trained and
can effectively be used to develop multicultural curriculum and multi cultured classes. The existing
curriculum is not sufficient enough to address social and emotional needs of these diverse students
and their academic needs (Aydin, Ozfidan, & Carothers, 2017).
6.2.5 Monitoring and Evaluation
Monitoring and evaluation systems are crucially important in the running of any
organization and entities. It was revealed during data analysis that there exist low level of vigilance
and monitoring of these school performances and environments. Schools are being operated more
like a business unit there an academic one. Les accountability of these school administration is
emerged as a major concern by parents. Parents in Abassiya also worry about evaluation,
supervision, and M&E mechanisms in community schools. It was found that the existing practices
of joint monitoring and advisory role provided by CRS and the teacher’s unions is not effective
and cannot be replaced with accountability role. A strict monitoring and performance evaluation
have to be with accountability for these community schools (Roshdy, 2019).
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6.3.1 Protective learning environments
Protective learning environments is another theme that emerged from interviews and
FGDs. As many refugee children are already coming to school from difficult backgrounds and
histories, it is imperative that schools provide them with a safe and protective space. Lack of childfriendly space has been a big problem in community schools, contributing to a lack of child
protection and safety in some areas.
6.3.2 Safe and Secure Study Environment for multi-Cultured Refugees Children
An Education Officer at Catholic Relief Services worries about creating learning
environments which has the best needs of the children at heart.
“Physical environments, buildings, and school environments are not very child-friendly,
and in need of repair in most cases, equipment is damaged or missing and needs
replacement. There is a greater need for infrastructure and facilities like classrooms,
hygiene, wash, and water.”
It was found that there exists a realization of providing safe and secure school environments
to all refugee’s children. Several interventions have been successfully used over the years in terms
of improving physical environments and the quality of education services. Some of these include
equipping schools with learning materials for class activities and sports items so that student can
be engaged in learning environment rather than unhealthy discussions and interactions (Mosselson,
Morshed, & Changamire, 2017; Marshall & Barrett, 2017). Schools’ headmasters and partners are
working to make child-friendly space in education a necessity that is required for security-related
administrations.
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6.3.3 Bullying and Discrimination
Bullying and discrimination others issues that face refugee children inside and outside of
school’s environments. Given the slum area that refugee live in, this has become part of day-today situations. This problem has greater psychological impact on refugee kids. These children who
come from different cultures feel naturally unstable due to changed environment in school and
new language and culture. They have to adapt with their situation. if there exist incidents of
discrimination and bullying make the situation worst (Hart, 2009). One of the parent worries about
bullying in that happen to her children at street while going and come back to schools, in this case
both Egyptian public schools and refugee community schools face similar issues. However due to
the awareness by parents and school administration, about bullying, harassment, and other kind of
social problems, efforts are found to promote harmony through sports, games, awareness raising
and other activities that bring children together to know each other. The purpose is to provide
healthy communities and for developing respectful attitude for others. Music, performing arts,
drama and many related co-curricular an extra-curricular activity be initiated. One of solutions that
has been utilized to discuss these matters and find solutions towards handling this issue is creation
of the Parent-Teacher Associations (Marshall & Barrett, 2017).
6.4.1 System Strengthening and Partnership
System strengthening and partnerships between all actors working in field of refugee
education in Cairo is theme another crucial theme identified. The notion is that NGOs involved in
education matters can develop systematic advocacy platforms in order to identify education issues
facing refugee kids, develop mechanism to tackle this, and find approaches for communication
with the government for further support technical matters.
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6.4.2 Growing Awareness for developing partnerships
A UNICEF Officer believes that building partnerships with other organizations will
strengthen their response and support towards community schools.
“The education working groups is a network that has a mission to oversee urban refugee
education to develop a more systematic and comprehensive approach to improve
partnerships and coordination.”
It is worth noting that system strengthening and partnerships are crucial elements in
supporting and advocating for refugee access to education. This comes in different forms; first,
UNHCR has launched the Education Working Group as a gathering for every single instructive
partner to examine issues of worry to urban refugee education. It includes representatives of
UNHCR implementing and operational partners, UNICEF, Catholic Relief Services CRS, Care
International, Save the Children (SCI), MSF, PSTIC, The Egyptian Red Crescent, Care
International, Fard Foundation, and Plan International.
The principal goals for this gathering are to simplify and increase education access for
refugees residing in urban areas through mainstreaming in state-funded educational systems and
improving the nature of formal and non-formal training inside a protective domain. The
educational area accomplices in Egypt advocate for the appropriation and mainstreaming of best
practices, models, and effective methodologies with the MoE. Educational committees,
concentrating on school-based change and comprehensive training, draw on past understanding
and relationship with all partners. As featured in the meeting with the co-executive director of the
Education Working Group, the point is to guarantee fruitful reconciliation of African, Iraqi and
Yemeni evacuees into the national educational system. This will be accomplished in the not-sodistant future through enhancing the capacity of government-funded schools in territories with
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high centralization of refugees in and around Cairo, utilizing a thorough expert improvement
programs for instructors, improving the limit of school staff that works with African refugee
children, and supporting a school-based change model that empowers partners.
6.5.1 A Good-Practice Model
A final theme identified in this study model of good practice and lesion learned from Cairo’
attempt to provide this opportunity. A good practice model is an approach that gives refugee
children a chance to maximize and increase their access to free public education, improves the
nature of formal and non-formal instruction inside a protective domain in an urban region, and
reinforces the limit of the training framework. Despite the challenges mentioned above that refugee
community schools face, several good practices can be mentioned as a hope for a better future that
could be adapted from the Cairo case study. It conveys an ideal and then facilitates a proof-based
education system for refugee children based on their fight to education. Applying these principles
of good practice to a refugee-led community school, using Cairo as an urban setting, it seems this
model fits some refugee nationalities but not all of them.
6.5.2 Growth of Refugees Students in Public Schools
A UNHCR Officer believes that growth of students in public schools is promising,
“Over the past 5- 6 years, the Egyptian Ministry of Education granted Syrian refugees across
all ages and genders full access to public education just like Egyptian students. Before,
Sudanese students were allowed to access public schools just like nationals, which is
something that applied to Yemeni refugees as well…"
Several school shifts have been introduced to meet demand of more students. Selected
schools operate multiple shifts to accommodate Syrian refugees and assist with the constrained
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limit of community schools. The UNHCR Education Unit believes the number of enrolled students
will continue to rise as advocates push for more inclusion of refugees into the school system.
“In Egypt, the highest enrolment rates among refugee children in public schools is Syrian
refugees. Data from the MoE show, the Syrian students are the largest refugee group
registered in all grades and enrolled in free public schools… this number continues to rise
as we advocate for these nationalities to also access free public education.”
6.5.3 Government Funding
Another finding is that there exit evidence of governed support interns of financial grants,
trainings and logistics for refugees. Education Working Group is one example in this regard. EWG
is has improved access to government-funded schools by making extra classrooms, restoring
schools, supplying study material, and fitting classrooms with the most recent digitalized smart
classroom frameworks. Group also helps in uplifting standards of teachers and community a large
(Rosenberg, 2016).
6.5.4 Mobile Class Rooms
Another effort in this regard is through mobile classrooms to assist schools with high
student enrollments and intake. Nearly, ten schools in the Giza Governorate are being served to
assist high number Syrian refugees’ students. These mobile units carry books, and related study
material including IT devices for meeting students learning needs (Alshoufani, 2018).
6.5.5 DAFI Students Platform
The Albert Einstein German Academic Refugee Initiative, known as DAFI, is a platform for
a refugee who is studying higher education, in Egyptian public and private universities (Kölbel,
et. al., 2019). DAFI provides scholarships to refugees to undertake higher education for decades
to securing the rights of vulnerable displaced populations. DAFI has been the only option widely
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available for refugees to continue to tertiary education” (Morlang and Watson, 2007; cited:
Campbell & Mawer, 2019; UNHCR, 2018). For higher education, DAFI platform is an offering
scholarship to refugees’ students. It is found that currently, they are more than 500 refugees
students registered and availing studying grants in for different Egyptian universities. This
program is attractive enough for refugees and asylum seekers carrying high level of future
employability potential and settlement in the host communities. However, it was found that this
program is becoming popular day by day and continuous increase of applicants is making it unable
to address all applicants (Milton, 2018; NIMER, 2019).

6.6 Summary
This section further summarizes the findings and discussion made so far in the thesis. The data
suggest the appropriate policies needed to enhance access and the right to education for refugees
as follows: First theme identified was issues related to access to schools for refugees, which is the
root cause of all following problems faced by a refuge’s families and their children in their pursuit
to get proper education. Then, access to equal and quality education is second major issue
identified in this research. Data suggests that right to education for refugees need to be given top
priority due to following reasons:
1)

Poor academic performance among refugee learners is a common issue due to ineffective
educational measures, home affairs, poverty. This also give rise of stress, emotional exhaustion
and other issues.

2)

The majority of the refugee schools face a shortage of teachers where a ratio of 1:50 students
is even seen as good compared to other community schools. Overcrowded classrooms without
educational materials hinder the right training to be conducted.
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3)

Incompetent and untrained teachers lack the right educational knowledge to assist the students
in the learning process.

4)

Refugee community schools in Cairo, as data suggest, are costly due to the massive needs of
the refugee students. Most of the schools’ fees are elevated beyond the capabilities of most
refugees. These schools face shortages of books, extra-curriculum materials, and uniforms.

6.7 Limitations of the Study
When it comes to limitations, several challenges were faced by the researcher while conducting
this study. The first limitation was that the research only covered Greater Cairo, where the largest
populations of refugees and asylum seekers are based; however, there are sizeable established
community schools throughout Egypt, especially on the north coast, where other over 30 % of the
refugee population lives. Hence, the study findings cannot be generalized because refugees outside
of Cairo may have peculiar encounters in terms of the right to access education, which this
exploration could not observe because of budgetary and time limitations. Also, this study was not
meant to cover issues and experience of refugee students in all public-funded government schools.
Second, comparable requirements restricted the FGD numbers, too, as it was only three persons
per each refugee nationality. Finally, there was difficulty in accessing the government officers and
hearing some refugees’ opinions due to the research being conducted during the time of Covid-19.
Further research would be needed to cover these limitations or unitize different methodology given
the importance of refugee education in urban setting, which remains not well-covered area of
study.
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VII.

CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEDNATION
7.1 POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
In an effort to provide some solutions based on this study, below are a number of suggested
policy alternatives to be considered in order to enhance refugee education in Egypt. These
recommended actions are directed to all members of the Education Working Group, all
stakeholders involved in refugee education in urban settings, especially UNHCR, and, in
particular, the Egyptian Government through the Ministry of Education:
● It is recommended that all refugee community schools be legalized and supervised by the
Egyptian Ministry of Education in partnership and cooperation with a Refugee Teachers
Union and other local and international NGOs that provide educational services to
refugees. This should be considered as a transitional period until the government of Egypt
issues a national asylum law and fully mainstreams all refugee children into the public
school system. This supervision of the Egyptian Ministry of Education will enhance and
solve a vast majority of issues that refugee communities face in urban settings, such as
issues related to accessibility to schools, affordably and quality of education. Community
schools can then host refugee children to provide them with remedial classes, language
skills, cultural activities, recreational activities (sport, music, dance, theatre, arts, etc.); this
offering can attract refugee youth who dropped out from public schools and newly arrived
refugees.
● Furthermore, the supervision and overseeing of refugee community schools by the
Egyptian Ministry of Education will improve cooperation with the Egyptian Government,
UN Agencies, and other national NGOs. NGOs reinforce refugees’ inclusion in the national
educational curriculum and give refugees access to higher education. This step would help
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all stakeholders in providing support to the MoE in reinforcing its ability to improve the
government-funded educational system.
● To have one enrollment process and documentation options for all schools, which would
allow an easier registration for all and reduce the confusion that occurs at the time of
enrollment. This action would also increase enrolment in primary and secondary education
to include more urban-based refugees by assisting the poorest and most vulnerable refugee
families through the targeted provision of cash grants, school uniforms, supplies, and
expand tertiary scholarship programs (such as DAFI) and; identify additional scholarship
opportunities (governments, foundations, private sector). By providing scholarships for
post-primary education, refugees will be able to contribute to the host community through
their educational achievements.
● Through the Ministry of Education in collaboration with NGOs that provide education
services, it is highly recommended that capacity building and skills training be provided to
all refugee teachers. This effort will give a focus on how to deal with the general issues
inside community schools, such as class management, teaching skills, testing and grading
systems, dealing with out-of-school youth, drop-outs, and children with unique needs.
Also, an expansion of opportunities related to vocational training, which plays a role in
terms of finding linkages between education and livelihood projects and identifies
cooperation and opportunities, which in turn leads to strengthening refugee education in
urban areas by remembering the theme of coexistence.
● Find a solution for overcrowded classrooms by having more than one shift in schools and
building more schools in areas that have large refugee populations; Moreover, finding
further resources from INGOs and the MoE for poorly paid teachers, which forces the
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teachers to offer private tutoring outside the classroom to meet their basic needs. These
issues need an appropriate solution, depending on the budget.
● The provision of a national asylum policy promoting local integration, social cohesion, and
the right to education, ensuring education for all refugee children is attained to facilitate
integration into the local education systems. Also, the benefit of this policy is to allow
Egypt to fulfill its international obligations to allow all asylum-seeker and refugee children
into the public education system, to approach free and mandatory primary school learning,
and to get to accessible and open secondary training. This will then lead refugees to access
tertiary education that is more or less available and accessible based on capacity.
●

Enhancing protection: UNHCR and partners decrease insurance by effectively supporting
the expanding enrolment of refugees in formal education and support at-risk groups,
particularly children with specific and special needs.

● To seek donors' monetary assistance, both national and international, in order to support
the national efforts in these attempts.
7.2 CONCLUSION
This study investigated the challenges and experiences of refugee community schools, aimed
at exploring and understanding the problems of refugees in Cairo, focusing on the education of
refugees at both primary and secondary levels with recommendations to various stakeholders. To
answer such research questions: the study suggested that there are issues in the community schools
but there are ways to resolve them as presented in the policy interventions. Furthermore, this
qualitative study aimed to provide an in-depth analysis of the experience of community schools in
Greater Cairo. In addition, this type of study facilitates the description of the phenomenon to be
studied from multiple perceptions in its real and natural context (Baxter & Jack, 2008). Data was
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collected through interviews, focus group discussions and participation in observations. The
purposive samples included headmasters of refugee community-based schools, NGOs and parents
of refugee students. The focus of the study was on the challenges faced by refugees in community
schools. All the challenges faced by refugees need urgent action in order to address them. Diverse
issues that mainly affect refugees, such as the denial of public-school education for refugees, like
Ethiopians and Iraqis, remain high. Their questioning of access to education among current
policies remains problematic. These would be the main issues that need to be addressed through
policy innervations. Other issues in community schools could be solved by improving the
partnership and involving the MoE to oversee these kinds of refugee schooling.
Refugee education in urban settings has been found to be very critical in the literature of
refugee education, which shows that many refugees live in urban areas. Therefore, education
remains vital in these areas. Research outlined the various factors that make refugee education
meaningful and explores the theoretical framework for refugee education. The literature review
covered a number of sections. First, the right to education reflects the need for refugees to have
access to education, despite being displaced persons. It focused on the importance of the right of
access to education and refugee education in urban areas, as well as the importance of refugee
education. This helps ensure that there are endless opportunities for them, even when they stay on
foreign land. Education is believed to provide a promising future for such refugee students.
Approaches such as the developmental, humanitarian and rights-based approaches were discussed.
The rights-based approach recommends that the right of all, particularly the vulnerable, must be
recognized by those in power. They must be provided with adequate support, particularly in those
situations affecting their lives.
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The main findings of the study suggested several thematic areas of issues in refugee community
schools, such as affordability and accessibility in refugee community schools, accountability and
quality of education, quality of education in refugee community-based schools, protective learning
environments, system strengthening and partnership, and good-practice models. Secondly, the
study highlighted issues related to access to education, such as financial constraints, informal
education, transport barriers, cultural and linguistic barriers, knowledge of parents, school children
with disabilities, and lack of vocational training. For example, some families enroll one or a few
of their children in school because of the financial and economic deterioration of refugee families;
the rest turn to child labor to access income. The third theme was the quality of education in refugee
schools based in the community, where the main sub-issues are teacher training, overcrowded
classrooms, structured curricula, and monitoring and evaluation. One of the leading causes of low
education services in refugee schools is the lack of intervention and supervision. Fourth, there are
protective learning environments where multiple types of problems appear within and outside
schools, such as school violence, bullying, and discriminatory practices. Fifth, the strengthening
and collaboration of the framework illustrates increasing knowledge of the growth of partnerships.
Finally, a model of good practice was explored, addressing several promising models of practice
in access to public education, the rise in public schools and universities of refugee students,
government funding, and mobile classrooms.
The discussion and what has been revealed from the findings showed that the rights-based
approach is fruitful, especially in urban areas. If the approach is well adhered to, access to public
primary and secondary education would exist for all refugees. A Rights-Based Approach
encompasses theoretical and methodological inputs that provide programs and policies on human
rights' international human standards. First, this approach indicates that all policies, programs, and
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technical assistance in the education sector should increase human rights recognition based on the
recognition of international standards. Second, all these human rights norms and standards are
received for human rights recognition guidelines upon which all stages are improved. Third, the
development activities should have an overall contribution to the structure and limits of obligation
for the conveyors' who need to meet their human rights obligations and strengthen their capacities
as 'rights-holders' to claim these rights. However, the lack of comprehensive and transparent
policies supporting refugee education has made this impossible. Understanding the responsible
institutions for refugee policies provides a clear view of their perceptions and responsibilities
towards education. Many assumptions link UNCHR as the sole responsible body rather than the
host nation (Grabska and Ainsworth, 2015). The Egyptian government's approaches and policies
are other significant factors in refugee education due to several reasons:
Egypt's reluctance to provide full social welfare services for refugees could be attributed
to two major issues; lack of financial and institutional capacities and the significance of refugee
politics in the region due to their population. The government's role in ensuring all refugees' right
to education still needs to expand to include all refugee communities, which in some cases leads
many refugee students to not access public education and eventually wind up in community
schools as the only available place for them. In this regard, the refugees perceive UNHCR as their
guarantor for the right to access education. However, inappropriate implementation of asylum law
and other provisions under the 1951 Convention restricts educational services for such refugee
groups. The Convention in Egypt has five major reservations, where access to primary education
remains. Also, as noticed in the discussions, most refugee students are treated as ordinary
foreigners or temporary guests, not as individuals who are protected under international refugee
law.
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Hence, this study's discussion has emphasized the need to implement the rights-based approach in
its real sense by incorporating the standards, norms, and principles of the global human rights
framework into the strategies and the planning for refugee education. NGOs' roles are also
identified as of immense importance to mobilize society in order to help refugees access better
educational opportunities. It was also equally emphasized that international education standards
have to be domesticated in light of host country laws and culture, with a focus on the adaptability
of new strategies to improve education for all refugees in Egypt. Therefore, it is highly
recommended that the policy interventions addressed above urge all stakeholders, including the
MoE, to reconsider their approaches toward refugee community schools for the sake of refugee
education.
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Annex
A. Table of planning for data collection: Interviews with educational service providers for refugees
Name of NGO

Position of
interviewee

Location & type
of interview

Time

Area of services related to study

UNHCR-Cairo
Office

45 mints

Advocacy, polices, Protection, D
solutions

Unity Nations High
Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR –
Cairo Office)

Education Officer

UNICEF – Egypt,

Education specialist

Face-to-Face
interview

45 mints

Education program and strengthening
systems

St. Andrew's Refugee
Services (StARS)

Education Program
coordinator

Maadi-Office

40 mints

Education opportunities for refugees

Catholic Relief Services
(CRS)

The head of
educational
program

CRS -Cairo Office

45 mints

Education grants and issues

The head of
educational
program

Cairo- office

45

Education for Refuges

Location & type
of interview

Time

Area of services related to study

Save the Children
International (SCI)

Name of Ministry

Ministry of Education
(MoE)

Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (MFA)

Position of
interviewee
In charge of policy
or refugee affairs in
the ministry
The person in
charge of refugee
affairs or Senior
legal Officer,

45
minutes
In Depth, Face-toFace interviews

‘
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Education policies
Not done

Refugee in Egypt. Advocacy and polices
Not done

B. Interviews with headmasters and teachers of refugee community-based schools that
Provide Educational Services to Refugees in Great Cairo
Name of Community
Schools

Position of
interviewee

Sudanese Community School
in Ain Shams area (Knowledge
School)

The headmaster of
the school

South Sudanese Community
School in Abassiya area (St.
Lowanga School

The headmaster of
the school

Sudanese Community School
in Nasr City area (St. Bakhita
School
African Hope Community
School in Maadi area
Syrian Community School in 6
October area
Yemeni Community School in
Giza area
Eritrean Community School
in Faisel area
Somali Community School in
Nasr City

The headmaster of
the school
The headmaster of
the school
The headmaster of
the school
The headmaster of
the school
The headmaster of
the school
The headmaster of
the school

Location & type of
interview

In Depth, Face-toFace interviews in site
of the Schools

Time

Area of services related to
study

45
minutes

Access to Education, Quality
of Education, viewpoint about
inclusion in public schools and
other related education
challenges

C. Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) with Refugee Communities- Parents of Students
Type of FGDs

Position &
Nationality of
interviewee

Location

Time

FGDs with refugee
community- Parents of
Students- Arabic
Speakers

FGD1- Group of Syrian,
Iraqi, and Yemen (3
parents from each
nationality)

In One of
Community
School In 6
October or Giza

90
minutes

FGD2- Group of
Sudanese, South
Sudanese, and Somali
Student' parents (3
parents from each
nationality)

In the Community
School In
Abaasiya

90
minutes

FGD3- Ethiopian and
Eritrean Students'
parents

In the Community
center in Maadi or
community
schools

90
minutes

FGDs with refugee
community- Parents of
Students- Arabic
Speakers
FGDs with refugee
community- Parents of
Students (Non-Arabic
speakers) from
Ethiopia and Eritrean
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Area of services
related to study

Access to
Education, Quality
of Education, a
viewpoint about
inclusion in public
schools and other
related education
challenges/ explore
any unique
issues/Create a
refugee profile for
each nationality

D. Consent Forms

Documentation of Informed Consent for Participation in Research Study
Project Title: POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF REFUGEE EDUCATION IN URBAN SETTINGS: A CASE STUDY OF
THE EXPERIENCE OF REFUGEE COMMUNITY-BASED SCHOOLS IN CAIRO
Principal Investigator: Dawood Mayom Shuol
You are kindly being asked to take part in a research study that examines the policy implications of refugee education
in Cairo as an urban setting. Please pay your attention carefully and ask any questions you may have before agreeing
to take part in the study.
The purpose of the research is to examine international and domestic policies that are affecting urban refugees’
education, and how these policies react with each other and shape the educational opportunities for refugees and
asylum seekers in Cairo. The study also aims to address the multiple ways in which refugees access education and the
challenges and opportunities related to that; in addition, the study shall make recommendations to the stakeholders
who are involved in refugee education in Egypt. This research will be submitted to the Public Policy and
Administration Department at AUC in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of master of public policy.
Therefore, the findings will be presented and may be published. The expected duration of your participation is 45
minutes to one hour in November or December 2019.
If you agree to take part in this study, I shall conduct an in-depth interview with you. This will include questions on
rights to education for refugees and policies of education, access to education, quality of education, the role of
community schools and inclusion of refugees in Egyptian public schools. There are no “right” or “wrong” answers to
the questions presented, but honest and sincere answers are required.
The procedures of the research will be as follows: kindly sign the informed consent form indicating your acceptance
to participate in this study. Then, the researcher will ask you some questions based on the above-mentioned project
title, and these will be open-ended questions.
The information you provide will be treated as confidential. Your name will not be reflected in the final report,
and the researcher will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you as a person. Research
records will be kept in a locked file, and only the principal investigator will have access to these records.
I do not anticipate any certain risks to you participating in this study other than those encountered in day-to-day
life. There is a benefit, however, for the refugee, the asylum-seeking communities and educational service providers
from the greater clarity the study will help produce on addressing access to education for the refugees in Cairo.
Taking part in this research is completely voluntary. You may skip any questions that you do not want to answer.
If you decide not to take part or to skip some of the questions, there is no penalty or loss to which you are otherwise
entitled. If you decide to take part, you are free to withdraw at any time.
Any questions about the research or research-related injuries should be directed to the following contacts: The
principal investigator Dawood Mayom at phone number 01153316168 or Email: dawoodmayom@aucegypt.edu
The name and contact of the research advisor: Dr. Ghada Barsoum
Email: gbarsoum@aucegypt.edu
Signature
________________________________________
Printed Name
________________________________________
Date
________________________________________
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استمارة موافقة مسبقة للمشاركة في دراسة بحثية

عنوان البحث :اآلثار المترتبة علي سياسة تعليم الالجئين في المناطق الحضرية :دراسة حالة لتجربة مدارس مجتمعات الالجئين في القاهرة
الباحث الرئيسي :داؤد ميوم شول
البريد االلكتروني dawoodmayom@aucegypt.edu
يرجى منك المشاركة في الدراسة البحثية التي تدرس اآلثار المترتبة علي سياسة تعليم الالجئين في القاهرة باعتبارها بيئة حضرية .أطلب
منك أن تشارك في هذه الدراسة .يرجى االنتباه بعناية وطرح أي أسئلة قد تكون لديك قبل الموافقة على المشاركة في الدراسة.
الغرض من البحث هو دراسة السياسات الدولية والمحلية التي تؤثر على تعليم الالجئين في المناطق الحضرية ،وكيف تتفاعل تلك السياسات
مع بعضها البعض وتشكل الفرص التعليمية لالجئين وطالبي اللجوء في القاهرة .تهدف الدراسة أيضًا إلى معالجة الطرق المتعددة التي يمكن
لالجئين من خاللها الوصول إلى التعليم والتحديات والفرص المتعلقة بذلك .باإلضافة إلى أن الدراسة ستقدم توصيات ألصحاب المصلحة
المشاركين في تعليم الالجئين في مصر .سيتم تقديم هذا البحث إلى إدارة السياسة العامة واإلدارة في الجامعة األمريكية في الوفاء الجزئي
لمتطلبات درجة الماجستير في السياسة العامة .لذلك سيتم تقديم النتائج ومن الممكن نشرها.
مدة المشاركة المتوقعة من  45دقيقة إلى ساعة واحدة خالل شهر نوفمبر او ديسمبر . 2019
إذا وافقت على المشاركة في هذه الدراسة ،فسوف أجري مقابلة متعمقة معك .ستتضمن المقابلة أسئلة حول حقوق التعليم لالجئين وسياسات
التعليم ،والوصول إلى التعليم ،ونوعية وجودة التعليم ،ودور مدارس المجتمع وإدماج الالجئين في المدارس العامة المصرية .ال توجد إجابات
"صحيحة" أو "خاطئة" على األسئلة المطروحة ،ولكن هناك حاجة إلى إجابات صادقة ومخلصة.
اجراءات الدراسة ستكون إجراءات البحث على النحو التالي :يرجى توقيع استمارة الموافقة المستنيرة التي تشير إلى موافقتك على
المشاركة في هذه الدراسة .بعد ذلك ،سوف يسألك الباحث بعض األسئلة في مقابلة بنا ًء على عنوان المشروع المذكور أعاله ،وستكون هذه
.أسئلة مفتوحة وسوف تستغرق المقابلة حوالي خمسة واربعون دقيقة الى ساعة بحد اقصى
السرية واحترام الخصوصية المعلومات التي ستدلي بها في هذا البحث سوف تبقى سجالت هذه الدراسة خاصة ،أي نوع من التقارير التي
ستنشر لن تتضمن أي معلومات يمكن من خاللها التعرف على شخصك .سجالت البحث سوف تحفظ في ملف مغلق ،وال يمكن االطالع عليها
من أي شخص باستثناء الباحث الرئيسي.
المخاطر أو االستفادة المتوقعة ال أتوقع أي مخاطر عليك إذا شاركت في هذه الدراسة بخالف تلك التي تواجهك في الحياة اليومية .بل إن
هناك فائدة لالجئين ومجتمعات طالبي اللجوء وغيرهم من خالل الوضوح الكبير الذي ستساعد به الدراسة في معالجة مسألة الوصول إلى
التعليم لالجئين في القاهرة.
ان المشاركة في هذه الدراسة ماهي اال عمل تطوعي ،حيث أن االمتناع عن المشاركة ال يتضمن أى عقوبات أو فقدان أي مزايا مستحقة
لك .ويمكنك أيضا التوقف عن المشاركة في أي وقت من دون عقوبة أو فقدان لهذه المزايا.
:
يجب توجيه أي أسئلة حول البحث أو اإلصابات المرتبطة بالبحث إلى جهات االتصال التالية الباحث الرئيسي داود ميوم على رقم
 01153316168او البريد اإللكتروني dawoodmayom@aucegypt.edu
بيانات مشرف البحث :الدكتورة غادة برسوم,
البريد االلكتروني: gbarsoum@aucegypt.edu
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